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PLANNING REPORT AND ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS
1.0

Application Description and Project Background

Ngawha Innovation and Enterprise Park – Introduction
1.01

Our client, Far North Holdings Limited, seeks resource consent to establish a culinary
oil pressing plant, biofuel facility, and related processing facility. The operation will be
accessed via both Wallis Road and State Highway 12 (through the Innovation and
Education hub). This application essentially leapfrogs the horticultural hub resource
consent (RC 2200304) for the glasshouse which was to be established as part of
Stage 1 of the park. The horticultural hub will be established but is currently being reorganised to reflect the requirements of a potential new operator. This application is
considered to complement the existing zone rules and consented uses. Similar
operations to that proposed under this application (except for the biofuel component)
are currently located within the Rural Production Zone in varying scales and
locations.

1.02

The application site is physically linked to the Innovation and Enterprise Hub via the
northern end of the property with a new private road being developed to access the
Matawii Dam and provide connectivity between the various hubs. It is intended that
employees of the culinary oil processing facility will access this road (rather than
Wallis Road) which will be designed and formed accordingly to meet the relevant
Council Engineering Standards. This new access road will also provide legal and
practical access to the Matawii Dam which was consented in July 2020. The truck
deliveries of product (raw and finished) for the culinary oil processing facility will
utilise Wallis Road.

1.03

The Innovation and Enterprise Park accesses directly off State Highway 12 with a
new entrance approved under RC 2200203. The Horticultural Hub approved under
RC 2200204 accesses via Wallis Road which is a small no-exit road. The new
Matawii access road is located approximately 700m from the Wallis Road/ State
Highway 12 intersection.

1.04

The proposed culinary oils operation is looking to expand an existing operation with
increased oil pressing capacity and looking to address waste product resulting from
that process. The process will look to introduce dairy farm effluent from an adjoining
dairy farm which once processed within the bio-digester will create a bio-diesel
product with surplus liquid from this being a liquid fertiliser and a solid compost type
product fertiliser product also created. The expanded pressing activity and additional
components will create new jobs for the immediate surrounding towns such as
Kaikohe and Ngawha (and further afield) and provides a boost to the district and
region’s economic growth.

1.05

The intent of the operation is to utilise all components of the avocado which is
processed on the site with the culinary oil extracted. The bio-digester creates a biodiesel which can be used in diesel powered vehicles. The product is stored in a fuel
storage tank and distributed in bulk via large trucks. The volumes are detailed within
the application detail and depends on the quantity of avocados processed. The two
further by products of the bio-digester including an organic liquid fertiliser which will
be redirected back to the dairy farm for onsite application and a dry compost type
product which will be used for gardening application. Surplus liquid fertiliser will be
collected and could be sold in bulk supply with the dry material bagged for sale. The
operation ultimately results in little or no wastage from the proposed activity.

1.06

The application for the culinary oils, biofuels, and dry mulch/ fertiliser and the related
buildings and infrastructure is located within the Rural Production Zone and has a
Discretionary Activity status. Resource consent is required in respect of the following
District Plan standards which are breached by the proposed activity:
•
•
•
•
•

1.07

In support of the application are plans and specialist reports and assessments which
are attached to this report. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1.08

Excavation and filling
Traffic Intensity – traffic movements
Parking spaces
Biofuel operation
NES – soil disturbance

Certificates of Title
Application Building Plans (Eclipse Architects)
Engineering Report (Cook Costello Ltd)
Preliminary and Detailed Site Investigation Report under the NES Regulation
(NZ Environmental)
Supporting technical information relating to the bio-digester
Acoustic Report (Marshall Day Acoustics)
Odour report (Air Matters)
Cultural Values Assessment – Te Kereru Consultants

There were several additional reports completed for the overall park which provide
supporting background information and which remain relevant and supportive of the
applications and include: Traffic Impact Assessment, Archaeological Assessment,
Ecological Assessment, and Economic Analysis Report.

APPLICATIONS SOUGHT
1.09

This resource consent application for the culinary oil operations include several
components which are detailed within the plans and supporting information. These
components include:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
1.10

Production shed (oil extraction)
Fruit store
Seed store
Biofuel tanks
Biofuel biodigester plant
Solid waste storage areas
Parking
Offices

The breaches of the district plan have been assessed and (where required are)
mitigated by the proposed mitigation measure. In addition to this resource consent,
there are resource consent being completed for lodgment with the Northland
Regional Consent for earthworks, wastewater (additional system), stormwater from
additional ground disturbance, and discharge to air. Aspects of this proposal fall
within the recently consented development. For these reasons, the existing consents
(both district and regional) are also relied upon for background information and also
forms part of the “existing environment”. There remains an option to locate
wastewater within the culinary oil site, if this is considered to be more appropriate or
to remove all waste (from the respective oil processing operation) to an approved
receiving facility. This would be particularly relevant if the biofuel and liquid fertilizer /
compost products do not progress.

APPLICATION SITE
2.1

The site is currently operating as part of a 238.9855ha dairy farm but for the
purposes of this application is referred to and referenced as the horticultural hub. The
site for the culinary oil operation is relatively small and is essentially flat to slightly
rolling and which is primarily in pasture. There is a stream located on the valley floor
to the north of the culinary oil site. To the south of the culinary oil site is the
consented glasshouse and support buildings which form part of the proposed
horticultural hub. The application site encompasses several titles which will be held
together for the purposes of the required building and resource consents. The
approved subdivision adds 62ha from Lot 1DP 196320 to the horticultural hub with
the allotment configurations as detailed below.

2.2

For the purposes of the assessment these titles comprise the application site. The
Certificates of Title which form the application site include:
•
•
•
•
•

Section 15S Te Pua Settlement
Lot 1 DP 172355
Lot 2 DP 196311
Lot 1 DP 336520
Proposed Lot 1 from the subdivision of Lot 1 DP 196320

21.2788ha
24.3356ha
5.96ha
4.947ha
62.322ha

Total area

118.8472ha

The Horticultural Hub is the four lots located on the western end of the site and additionally includes
62ha from Lot 1 DP 196320 – see the subdivision plan approved under RC 2200204 and/ or the
Precinct Plan.

2.3

The following photos provide context for the application site. There are no close
dwellings to the proposed culinary oil operation with the nearest dwelling
approximately 500m away.

Wallis Road – view is towards the State Highway 12 intersection.

The northern end of the Horticultural Hub and the location of the consented water reservoir with the
proposed culinary oil operation to be located in the distance.

ASSESSMENT OF RULES UNDER THE FAR NORTH DISTRICT PLAN
3.1

The following table is a comprehensive assessment of the overall compliance (or not)
with the rules that a relevant to the project.

3.2

For each of the components including the general consents sought, an assessment
of effects is provided.

Proposal details and assumptions made in assessing this application.
3.3

The assessment includes activities consented under RC 2200304 in calculating this
degree of compliance or not. The access as noted within the introduction sees cars
and workers vehicles utilise the Innovation Hub access directly onto SH12 with the
trucks supplying the raw product and the finished products utilising Wallis Road.

RURAL PRODUCTION ZONE RULES
RULE

ASSESSMENT

8.6.5.1.1 RESIDENTIAL INTENSITY
Residential development shall be limited to one unit
per 12ha of land.

There is an existing dwelling within the site well away
from the proposed operation – no other dwelling is
proposed.

8.6.5.1.2 SUNLIGHT
No part of any building shall project beyond a 45
degree recession plane as measured inwards from
any point 2m vertically above ground level on any site
boundary (refer to definition of Recession Plane in
Chapter 3 - Definitions), except where a site
boundary adjoins a legally established entrance strip,
private way, access lot, or access way serving a rear
site, the measurement shall be taken from the
farthest boundary of the entrance strip, private way,
access lot, or access way.
Exemptions: crop protection structures not exceeding
6m in height.
8.6.5.1.3 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
The maximum proportion of the gross site area
covered by buildings and other impermeable surfaces
shall be 15%.

Permitted
All buildings comply with the sunlight rule. The
structures are all sufficiently far enough away from the
boundaries.
Permitted

The site allows for 15% coverage of the site for a
permitted activity which equates to is 17.82708ha of
impermeable surfaces for the 118.8472ha application
site.
Total impermeable surfaces include (as consented
under RC 2200204:
•
Glasshouse of 69,981m2
•
Packhouse and staff facilities of 6,100m2
•
Roads – 4,920m2
•
Yards – 3,000m2
•
Parking and manoeuvring – 2,996m2
Approximately 86,997m2 or 8.6997ha consented under
RC 2200204.
When combined with the requirements of the culinary
oil production operation and the Matawii Dam access
road this would not exceed 10ha.

The total impermeable surfaces
approximately 8.5% and permitted.

are

therefore

8.6.5.1.4 SETBACK FROM BOUNDARIES
No building shall be erected within 10m of any site
boundary; with the following exceptions;
(a) no accessory building shall be erected within 3m
of boundaries other than road boundaries, on sites
less than 5000m2;
(b) no crop protection structures shall be located
within 3m of boundaries;
8.6.5.1.5 TRANSPORTATION Refer to Chapter 15 –
Transportation for Traffic, Parking and Access rules

All buildings can comply with the 10m setback. Where
the buildings cross a legal boundary the titles will be
amalgamated. For the purposes of the horticultural hub
application there is a requirement that the titles be held
together in one certificate of title. This is required to be
completed prior to the issuance of a building consent.

8.6.5.1.6 KEEPING OF ANIMALS

N/A

8.6.5.1.7 NOISE
(a) All activities except Temporary Military Training
Activities shall be so conducted as to ensure that
noise from the site shall not exceed the following
noise limits as measured at or within the boundary of
any other site in this zone, or at any site in the
Residential, Coastal Residential or Russell Township
Zones, or at or within the notional boundary of any
dwelling in any other rural or coastal zone:
0700 to 2200 hours 65 dBA L10
2200 to 0700 hours 45 dBA L10 and 70 dBA Lmax

The noise rules can be complied with and the buildings
and plant specifications will be designed, and plant and
equipment provided, to ensure compliance is achieved.

8.6.5.1.8 BUILDING HEIGHT
The maximum height of any building shall be 12m.

All buildings are well below the 12m height limit for the
zone.

8.6.5.1.9 HELICOPTER LANDING AREA

Permitted
N/A

8.6.5.1.10 BUILDING COVERAGE
Any new building or alteration/addition to an existing
building is a permitted activity if the total Building
Coverage of a site does not exceed 12.5% of the
gross site area.

Permitted
See below

Construction noise and duration thereof is modest and
compliance can be achieved with the relevant standard
that applies.
Permitted

The site allows for 12.5% coverage of the site for a
permitted activity which equates to is 14.8559ha of
buildings for the 118.8472ha application site.
Total impermeable surfaces include (as consented
under RC 2200204)
•
Glasshouse of 69,981m2
•
Packhouse and staff facilities of 6,100m2
When combined with the requirements of the culinary
oil production operation this adds a further 1500m2
When all consented and proposed buildings are
included there is approximately 77,581m2 which
equates to 6.53%.

8.6.5.1.11 SCALE OF ACTIVITIES
For activities other than those provided for in the
exemptions below, the total number of people
engaged at any one period of time in activities on a
site, including employees and persons making use of
any facilities, but excluding people who normally
reside on the site or are members of the household
shall not exceed
i. For activities ancillary to farming or plantation
forestry activities, 8 persons per site or 2 person
per 1 hectare of net site area, whichever is the

The proposal complies with this rule and is permitted.
The consented horticultural activity was assessed as a
rural activity with most staff exempted from this
calculation.
The proposed culinary oil production operation is an
ancillary rural activity. The rule provides for up to 8
persons per site or 2 people per hectare whichever is
the greater.
The total site area of the 118.84724ha which allows for
237 people as a permitted activity assuming that all

greater
ii. For all other activities, 4 persons per site or 1
person per 1 hectare of net site area, whichever is
the greater.
Provided that:
(a) this number may be exceeded for a period
totalling not more than 60 days in any 12 month
period where the increased number of persons is
a direct result of activities ancillary to the primary
activity on the site; or
(b) this number may be exceeded where persons are
engaged in constructing or establishing an activity
(including environmental enhancement) on the
site; or
Processing and packaging facilities for farming,
forestry, and any rural industry that is dependent
primarily on the direct handling of raw produce, or
that primarily supplies services to farming,
horticulture, or forestry. Includes premises used for
the manufacture of dairy products, abattoirs, timber
processing, stock yards and sale yards, cool stores
and pack houses and rural contractor depots.
8.6.5.1.12 TEMPORARY EVENTS

persons on site are engaged in activities ancillary to
farming related activities.
The culinary oil production
approximately 36 people.

activity

will

employ

When combining the 17 non-exempted staff for the
consented horticultural hub, the total falls well below the
permitted levels with only 53 people engaged in
ancillary uses when the permitted threshold is 237.

Permitted Activity
People involved in the construction of the proposed
development are also exempted from these provisions.

N/A

8.6.5.2.1 STORMWATER MANAGEMENT
The maximum proportion of the gross site area
covered by buildings and other impermeable surfaces
shall be 20%.
8.6.5.2.2 PAPAKAINGA HOUSING

The permitted standard is met so the proposal complies
with this rule

8.6.5.2.3 MINOR RESIDENTIAL UNIT

N/A

8.6.5.2.4 NOISE LIMITS
MILITARY TRAINING

FOR

TEMPORARY

N/A

N/A

8.6.5.2.5 BUILDING COVERAGE
Any new building or alteration/addition to an existing
building is a controlled activity if the total Building
Coverage of a site does not exceed 15% of the gross
site area.
8.6.5.3.1 TRANSPORTATION
Refer to Chapter 15 – Transportation for Traffic,
Parking and Access rules
8.6.5.3.2 BUILDING HEIGHT
The maximum height of any building shall be 15m.

The permitted standard is met so the proposal complies
with this rule

8.6.5.3.3 SUNLIGHT
In assessing an application resulting from a breach of
Rule 8.6.5.1.2 Sunlight the matters to which the
Council will restrict its discretion are:
8.6.5.3.4 SETBACK FROM BOUNDARIES
In assessing an application resulting from a breach of
Rule 8.6.5.1.4 Setback from Boundaries the matters
to which the Council will restrict its discretion are: (
8.6.5.3.5 NOISE
In assessing an application resulting from a breach of
Rule 8.6.5.1.7

Proposal meets the permitted standard – see above

See Assessment below

The buildings comply with the permitted standards,

Proposal meets the permitted standard – see above

Proposal meets the permitted standard – see above

8.6.5.3.6 RESIDENTIAL INTENSITY
Excluding a Minor Residential Unit, which is covered
in Rule 8.6.5.2.3, residential development shall be
limited to one unit per 4ha of land.

Not applicable

8.6.5.3.7 SCALE OF ACTIVITIES
Activities ancillary to farming or forestry that breach
Rule 8.6.5.1.11(i) Scale of Activities are a Restricted
Discretionary Activity.
8.6.5.4.1 RESIDENTIAL INTENSITY
Excluding a Minor Residential Unit, which is covered
in Rule 8.6.5.2.3, residential development shall be
limited to one unit per 2ha of land.
8.6.5.4.2 INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT

Proposal meets the permitted standard – see above

8.6.5.4.3 HELICOPTER LANDING AREA

N/A

8.6.5.4.4 SCALE OF ACTIVITIES
When the total number of people engaged at one
period of time in activities on a site, other than
activities ancillary to farming or forestry, including
employees and persons making use of facilities, but
excluding people who normally reside on a site or are
members of the household, does not comply with
Rule 8.6.5.1.11(ii), it is a discretionary activity.

Proposal meets the permitted standard

Not applicable

N/A – This rule applies to Maori Freehold and Maori
Customary land only

EXCAVATION AND FILLING – CHAPTER 12.3
12.3.6.1.1
EXCAVATION
AND/OR
FILLING,
EXCLUDING MINING AND QUARRYING, IN THE
RURAL PRODUCTION ZONE OR KAURI CLIFFS
ZONE
Excavation and/or filling, excluding mining and
quarrying, on any site in the Rural Production Zone or
Kauri Cliffs Zone is permitted, provided that:
(a) it does not exceed 5,000m3 in any 12 month
period per site; and
(b) it does not involve a continuous cut or filled face
exceeding an average of 1.5m in height over the
length of the face i.e. the maximum permitted
average cut and fill height may be 3m.

The proposed culinary oil production operation requires
20,400m3 of cut and 6,400m3 of fill. This adds to the
consented volumes for the horticultural hub approved
under RC 2200204.

Note 3: Some normal rural practices that involve
excavation or filling, such as the maintenance of rural
tracks, dams, fences and fence lines; land cultivation;
clearing of drains; and obtaining of roading material
for use on the same production unit, are excluded
from the definitions of excavation and filling (refer to
Chapter 3 Definitions).

Discretionary

12.3.6.1.4 NATURE OF FILLING MATERIAL IN ALL
ZONES
Filling in any zone shall meet the following standards:
(a) the fill material shall not contain putrescible,
pollutant, inflammable or hazardous components; and
(b) the fill shall not consist of material other than soil,
rock, stone, aggregate, gravel, sand, silt, or
demolition material; and
(c) the fill material shall not comprise more than 5%

The proposal will ensure that this requirement can be
satisfied

It must be noted that revised calculations in the detailed
design for the overall development results in less
volumes of earthworks required to be undertaken for
the horticultural hub, the Matawii Dam access road, and
the culinary oil proposal.
The proposed excavation does not constitute an
identified exemption.

Permitted

vegetation (by volume) of any load.
12.3.6.2.3
EXCAVATION
AND
FILLING,
EXCLUDING MINING AND QUARRYING, IN THE
RURAL PRODUCTION ZONE OR KAURI CLIFFS
ZONE.
Excavation and/or filling, excluding mining and
quarrying, on any site in the Rural Production Zone or
Kauri Cliffs Zone is a restricted discretionary activity,
provided that it does not exceed 20,000m3 in any 12
month period per site.
Note 3: Some normal rural practices that involve
excavation or filling, such as maintenance of rural
tracks, dams, fences and fence lines, land cultivation,
clearing of drains and obtaining roading material for
use on the same production unit, are excluded from
the definition of excavation and filling (refer to
Chapter 3 Definitions).

See above.
The proposed excavation and filling exceeds 20,000m 3
and is a Discretionary Activity.

RIVERS
12.7.6.1.2 SETBACK FROM SMALLER LAKES,
RIVERS AND WETLANDS
Any building and any impermeable surface must be
set back from the boundary of lakes (where the lake
bed has an area of less than 8ha) smaller continually
flowing rivers (where the average width of the river
bed is less than 3m) and wetlands except that this
rule does not apply to man-made private water
bodies.
The setback shall be:
(a) 3 x the area (ha) of the lake (e.g. if the lake is 5ha
in area, the setback shall be 15m); and/or
(b) 10 x the average width of the river where it passes
through or past the site; provided that in both cases
the minimum setback shall be 10m and the maximum
setback shall be no more than the minimum required
by Rule 12.7.6.1.1 above;
(c) 30m for any wetland of 1ha or more in area.
12.7.6.1.3 PRESERVATION OF INDIGENOUS
WETLANDS
Any land use activity within an indigenous wetland of
200m2 or more that does not change the natural
range of water levels or the natural ecosystem or
flora and fauna it supports is a permitted activity,
provided that the harvesting of plantation forestry that
existed prior to 28 August 2004 is permitted where it
is provided for by a rule in a Regional Plan for
Northland or by a resource consent granted by
Northland Regional Council.

Compliance can be achieved

12.7.6.1.4 LAND USE ACTIVITIES INVOLVING
DISCHARGES OF HUMAN SEWAGE EFFLUENT
Land use activities which produce human sewage
effluent (including grey water) are permitted provided
that:
(a) the effluent discharges to a lawfully established
reticulated sewerage system; or
(b) the effluent is treated and disposed of on-site
such that each site has its own treatment and
disposal system no part of which shall be located

The application is proposed to have a reticulated onsite
wastewater system for this site. The wastewater system
and onsite treatment will either utilise the consented
treatment plant with additional disposal areas proposed
or will have a compliant (and consented) system within
the operations’ curtilage. A level of pre treatment for the
wastewater will likely be needed to be completed to
meet with the consented application requirements.

Permitted

Complies with the rule as there are no indigenous
wetlands within the site
Permitted

A legal instrument (easements) will secure this legal

closer than 30m from the boundary of any river, lake,
wetland or the boundary of the coastal marine area.
Note: The discharge may also require consent under
the Regional Water and Soil Plan.

arrangement.
Permitted as treatment and disposal will be on an
adjacent site.

TRAFFIC AND PARKING
15.1.6A.2.1 TRAFFIC INTENSITY
The Traffic Intensity threshold value for a site shall be
determined for each zone by Table 15.1.6A.1 above.
The Traffic Intensity Factor for a proposed activity
(subject to the exemptions identified below) shall be
determined by reference to Appendix 3A in Part 4.
This rule only applies when establishing a new
activity or changing an activity on a site. However,
when considering a new activity or changing an
activity, the Traffic Intensity Factor for the existing
uses (apart from those exempted above) on site need
to be taken into account in order to address
cumulative effects.
Exemptions:
The first residential unit on a site, farming, forestry
and construction traffic (associated with the
establishment of an activity) are exempt from this
rule.

The consented horticultural activity was assessed as
generating 580 daily traffic movements all of which
were to be directed onto Wallis Road.
The propose culinary oil production operation will split
traffic with employees directed through the Innovation
Hub access and trucks utilising Wallis Road.
The timing for the culinary oil operation will leap frog the
consented horticultural operation.
The proposed operation is difficult to assess due to the
renewable energy component being an exempted but
integral component. Therefore an estimated area of
5500m2 which is directly associated with the culinary oil
processing has been used.
Based on this gross business area the assessed traffic
number of traffic movements is 550 per day.

Permitted - 60 or 30 if access is via a State Highway
15.1.6A.3.1 TRAFFIC INTENSITY – no controlled
standard for Rural Production Zone
15.1.6A.4.1 TRAFFIC INTENSITY
The Traffic Intensity threshold value for a site shall be
determined for each zone by Table 15.1.6A.1 above.
The Traffic Intensity Factor for a proposed activity
(subject to the exemptions identified below) shall be
determined by reference to Appendix 3A in Part 4.
This rule only applies when establishing a new
activity or changing an activity on a site. However,
when considering a new activity or changing an
activity, the Traffic Intensity Factor for the existing
uses (apart from those exempted below) on site need
to be taken into account in order to address
cumulative effects.
Exemptions:
The first residential unit on a site, farming, forestry
and construction traffic (associated with the
establishment of an activity) are exempt from this
rule.
Restricted Discretionary - 61 – 200 or 31-200 if
access is via a State Highway
15.1.6A.5.1 TRAFFIC INTENSITY
The Traffic Intensity threshold value for a site shall be
determined for each zone by Table 15.1.6A.1 above.
The Traffic Intensity Factor for a proposed activity
(subject to the exemptions identified below) shall be
determined by reference to Appendix 3A in Part 4.
This rule only applies when establishing a new
activity or changing an activity on a site. However,
when considering a new activity or changing an
activity, the Traffic Intensity Factor for the existing

Application is not permitted as more than 60 traffic
movements are generated
N/A within the Rural Production Zone
The renewable energy component is exempt from the
Traffic Intensity requirements as well as the existing
dwelling.
Based on this gross business area the assessed traffic
number of traffic movements is 550 per day.
This is excessive for an operation with only 36
employees
Application is not Restricted Discretionary as more than
200 traffic movements are generated using the
assessment tool.

The renewable energy component is exempt from the
Traffic Intensity requirements as well as the existing
dwelling.
Based on this gross business area the assessed traffic
number of traffic movements is 550 per day.
This is excessive for an operation with only 36
employees

uses (apart from those exempted below) on site need
to be taken into account in order to address
cumulative effects.
Exemptions:
The first residential unit on a site, farming, forestry
and construction traffic (associated with the
establishment of an activity) are exempt from this
rule.
Discretionary – more than 200
15.1.6B.1.1 ON-SITE CAR PARKING SPACES
Where:
(i) an activity establishes; or
(ii) the nature of an activity changes; or
(ii) buildings are altered to increase the number of
persons provided for on the site; the minimum
number of on-site car parking spaces to be provided
for the users of an activity shall be determined by
reference to Appendix 3C, unless an activity complies
with the exemptions below.
Note: Accessible car parking spaces are required for
people with disabilities in accordance with Rule
15.1.6B.1.4 below.

15.1.6B.1.4 ACCESSIBLE CAR PARKING SPACES
15.1.6B.1.5 CAR PARKING SPACE STANDARDS
(a) The required size of off-street car parking spaces,
the manoeuvring space between, and the vehicle
circulation routes providing access to them, shall be
as set out in Appendix 3D.
(b) Stacked parking will be permitted for one of two
spaces associated with a specific residential unit. In
determining the extent of area required for
manoeuvring space, the Council will be guided by the
Tracking Curve diagrams as shown in Appendix 3E.
(c) All parking, loading, access drives and
manoeuvring areas shall be formed and provided with
an all weather surface, drained, marked out and
maintained to the satisfaction of the Council, and
shall be kept free and available for the uses intended.
Where a parking area provides four or more car
parking spaces is adjacent to a road, a kerb or a
barrier shall be provided to prevent direct access
except at the designated vehicle access point.
15.1.6B.1.6 LOADING SPACES
(a) Loading spaces are required where activities
established within a Commercial or Industrial Zone at
the following ratio: Building Gross Floor Area Number
of Loading spaces required
No greater than 200m2 - No loading space
Between 200m2 and 500m2 - One loading space
Between 500m2 and 5,000m2 - Two loading spaces
Exceeding 5,000m2 - Three loading spaces
(b) Where buildings are serviced only by courier
vans, loading spaces shall be no less than 6m long
by 3m wide and 3.2m high.
Other loading spaces shall be designed to
accommodate the largest size of truck expected to

Application is Discretionary as more than 200 are
assessed as being generated using the district plan
formula

A total of 32 car spaces are proposed to be provided.
The parking layout and design is to comply with the
design requirements of the district plan. There are no
onsite constrains which mean that these design
requirements cannot be achieved.
The assessed parking for the culinary oil operation is
based on a Gross Business Area of 5500m2.
Using the 1 space per 100m2 GBA the total spaces
required is 55 spaces.
This is deficient and therefore Restricted Discretionary
Note:
Additional spaces could be provided but supply has
been matched with expected demand.
Accessible parking spaces will be provided in
accordance with the required standards.
There is sufficient space within the site to comply with
the Engineering design requirements for both the car
space dimensions which provide for casual users and
which includes all onsite manoeuvring.
The spaces will be an all-weather surface as required.
Permitted

Loading Spaces are not required within the Rural
Production Zone.
The proposal will however provide loading spaces
which meet the requirements of the respective activities
to ensure the functionality of the activity and site is
achieved.
Permitted

use them.
(c) All loading areas shall be formed and provided
with an all weather surface, drained, marked out and
maintained to the satisfaction of the Council, and
shall be kept free and available for the uses intended.
15.1.6C.1.1 PRIVATE ACCESSWAY IN ALL ZONES
(a) The construction of private accessway, in addition
to the specifics also covered within this rule, is to be
undertaken in accordance with Appendix 3B-1 in Part
4 of this Plan.
(b) Minimum access widths and maximum centreline
gradients, are set out in the Appendix 3B-1 table
except that the grade shall be:
All urban zones; excluding the Commercial and
Industrial Zones No steeper than 1:8 adjacent to the
road boundary for at least 5m.
Commercial and Industrial Zones No steeper than
1:20 adjacent to the road boundary for a length of at
least 6m.
(c) A private accessway may serve a maximum of 8
household equivalents.
(d) Where a subdivision serves 9 or more sites,
access shall be by public road.
(e) Access shall not be permitted:
(i) onto a State Highway or a Limited Access Road;
(ii) onto an arterial or collector road within 90m of its
intersection with an arterial road or a collector road;
(iii) onto an arterial or collector road within 30m of its
intersection with a local road;
(iv) onto a local road within 30m of its intersection
with an arterial or collector road;
15.1.6C.1.5 VEHICLE CROSSING STANDARDS IN
RURAL AND COASTAL ZONES
(a) Private access off roads in the rural and coastal
zones the vehicle crossing is to be constructed in
accordance with Council’s “Engineering Standards
and Guidelines” (June 2004 – Revised 2009).
(b) Where the access is off a sealed road, the vehicle
crossing plus splays shall be surfaced with
permanent impermeable surfacing for at least the first
5m from the road carriageway or up to the road
boundary, whichever is the lesser.
(c) Where the vehicle crossing serves two or more
properties the private accessway is to be 6m wide
and is to extend for a minimum distance of 6m from
the edge of the carriageway.
Note 1: Refer to Appendix 3G for a visual
representation of what a vehicle crossing is and how
it works in relation to a private access.
15.1.6C.1.7 GENERAL ACCESS STANDARDS
(a) Provision shall be made such that there is no
need for vehicles to reverse off a site except where
there are less than 4 parking spaces gaining access
from a local road.
(b) All bends and corners on the private accessway
are to be constructed to allow for the passage of a
Heavy Rigid Vehicle.
(c) Any access where legal width exceeds formation
requirements shall have surplus areas (where legal
width is wider than the formation) grassed.
(d) Runoff from impermeable surfaces shall,

The detailed access is to be designed for the proposed
use and will comply with the minimum design
requirements as noted within the district plan. Plans for
this access are included within the Engineering
drawings.
Permitted

The entrance crossing onto Wallis Road has been
designed to comply with the access requirements of the
Councils’ Engineering Standards and Guideline and is
reflective of the proposed use of the site including traffic
volume and the type of traffic movements from the
activity.
The entrance onto SH12 through the Innovation hub
has been approved by NZTA via the consent process
for RC 2200203.
Permitted

Access design is to comply with the Engineering
Standards.
Permitted

wherever practicable, be directed to grass swales
and/or shall be managed in such a way as will reduce
the volume and rate of stormwater runoff and
contaminant loads.
15.1.6C.1.9 NEW ROADS
All new public roads shall be laid out, constructed and
vested in accordance with the standards set out in
the Council’s Engineering Standards and Guidelines
(June 2004 – Revised 2009).
Note: Refer also to the Designation and Utility
Services rules within Chapter 17.

Not applicable – access services the horticultural
activity only and no new road is required.

SIGNS AND LIGHTING
16.6.1.1 LIGHT SPILL & GLARE
(a) Outdoor lighting used by, or in association with,
any activity, including any illuminated sign, shall not
exceed the following limits:
(i) between 0700hrs and 2200hrs the use of any
outdoor lighting shall not cause an added luminance
in excess of 25Lux measured horizontally or vertically
at any point on the boundary of any adjacent site
zoned Residential, Coastal Residential, Rural Living,
Russell Township, South Kerikeri Inlet or Coastal
Living;
(ii) between 2200hrs and 0700hrs the following day
the use of any outdoor lighting shall not cause an
added luminance in excess of 10Lux measured
horizontally or vertically at any point 2m within the
boundary of any adjacent site zoned Residential,
Coastal Residential, Rural Living, Russell Township,
South Kerikeri Inlet or Coastal Living.
(b) All outdoor lighting, except street lighting, shall be
directed away from roads and any adjacent sites
zoned Residential, Coastal Residential, Rural Living,
Russell Township, South Kerikeri Inlet or Coastal
Living. Street lighting shall be designed and
constructed in accordance with the AS/NZS 1158,
NZS 4404:2002 “Land Development and Subdivision
Engineering” and Council’s “Engineering Standards
and Guidelines” (June 2004 – Revised 2009).
(c) Any activity which involves lighting and is situated
on a site adjacent to a State Highway and within 50m
of the carriageway is permitted provided that all
exterior lighting on properties adjacent to State
Highways is in accordance with Australian Standard
No. 4282-1997 “Control of Obtrusive Effects of
Outdoor Lighting”.
16.6.1.2 GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ALL
SIGNS
(a) The maximum height of any sign, including its
support structure, on any site shall not exceed 4m,
except:
(i) That in the Commercial and Industrial Zones the
maximum height of any signs attached to, or
displayed on a building or veranda may exceed 4m
but shall not exceed the height of the building; or
(ii) Otherwise provided for in Rules 16.6.1.4 and
16.6.1.5.
(b) The maximum sign area per site for any sign type,
excluding Rule 16.6.1.4 is that shown in Rule

The proposal can comply with requirement
Permitted

Signage on the application site will comply with the 3m 2
limitation as detailed within the district plan.

16.6.1.3 Maximum Sign Area Per Site.
(c) For double sided and v-shaped signs (provided
that the internal angle of the ‘v’ does not exceed 90 0)
the maximum sign area shall be calculated from one
side only.
(d) No sign shall:
(i) use reflective materials that may interfere with a
road user’s vision; or
(ii) use flashing or revolving lights or be animated in
any way.
(e) The maximum number of freestanding signs on a
site shall not exceed 1 per site frontage except:
(i) That in the Commercial and Industrial Zone there
are no limits on the number of freestanding signs; or
(ii) Otherwise restricted or provided for in Rules
16.6.1.4 and 16.6.1.5.
(f) No sign shall be erected or allowed to remain on or
near a road which will:
(i) obstruct the line of sight of any corner, bend,
intersection or vehicle crossing;
(ii) obstruct, obscure or impair the view of any traffic
sign or signal;
(iii) resemble or be likely to be confused with any
traffic sign or signal.
16.6.1.3 MAXIMUM SIGN AREA PER SITE
(a) Freestanding signs and signs attached to or
displayed on buildings or other objects located in the
following zones/locations are subject to the following
requirements.
Rural Production – maximum 3m2
16.6.1.5 SIGNS TO COMPLY WITH MAXIMUM
AREA PER SITE THRESHOLDS
16.6.2.2 SIGNS ON/AND ADJACENT TO STATE
HIGHWAYS
The following signs are restricted discretionary
activities:
(a) All flashing, moving, tri-vision and aerial
“advertising signs” located on or above land adjoining
a State Highway with a posted speed limit less than
70km/h.
(b) All freestanding “advertising signs” which are
situated within the boundaries of a State Highway
with a posted speed restriction of 50km/h or less.
(c) Advance warning signs located on land adjoining
the State Highway.
16.6.2.3 CONSOLIDATED SIGNS

Compliance is achieved

Compliance is achieved
Not applicable as the site for this culinary oil component
is not adjacent to the State Highway

Not applicable for this component of the proposal as
there are no other users or activities in this area

Rural Production – maximum 6m2

REWABLE ENERGY
12.9.6.3.2
ANY
OTHER
RENEWABLE
ELECTRICITY GENERATION OR RENEWABLE
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT AND USE ACTIVITY
The construction, operation and maintenance of any
other renewable electricity generation or renewable
energy use and development activity not meeting the
standards for permitted or restricted discretionary
activities as set out under Rules 12.9.6.1 and
12.9.6.2 or any activity not otherwise provided for
elsewhere in the plan is a discretionary activity.

There does not appear to be a specific rule relating to
biofuel and for this reason this catch all provision has
been used.
The application is Discretionary

NES REGULATION
Rules as per Regulation

Soil disturbance and change of use relevant – consent
required under the Regulation

3.4

In this instance the proposal cannot meet several of the above rules and falls to
become a Discretionary Activity.

3.5

The assessment criteria detailed within the individual rule breaches has been used
where appropriate within the assessment of effects. In some cases summaries have
been utilised. Matters which do not breach rules have also been assessed and
details of how these matters are to be mitigated are also included.

ASSESSMENT OF EFFECTS
4.1

The application is a Discretionary Activity and therefore all relevant planning matters
can be considered in assessing the merits of the application. In assessing this
proposal there are specific considerations which are required to be reviewed and
assessed and these have been detailed within the details of the respective rules or
within Chapter 11 of the Plan. The specific breaches addressed are:
•
•
•
•
•

Traffic movements
Parking shortfall
Renewable energy development
Excavation and filling
NES Regulation

PERMITTED BASELINE
4.2

Pursuant to section 104(2) of the Act, when forming an opinion for the purposes of
section 104(1)(a) a council may disregard an adverse effect of the activity on the
environment if the plan or a NES permits an activity with that effect (i.e. a council may
consider the "permitted baseline"). When considering an application for resource
consent it is important to reference and place some reliance on Permitted Baseline
arguments. This provides the expectation for development proposals within the zone
and enables the consideration of the differences between what could be undertaken
“as of right” and that which is proposed. When referencing and using Permitted
Baseline such arguments should not be fanciful but based on realistic proposals and
expectations. In addition to Permitted Baseline considerations, Existing Use Right
considerations could also apply especially where the proposed activity is similar in
nature and previously lawfully established.

4.3

In this circumstance the current farming practice does not offer a comparable level of
development or any of the buildings proposed. It is therefore contended that the
existing use of the site does not contribute to the Permitted Baseline discussion.The
existing environment is considered to be regular pastoral farming land fenced into
paddocks and which forms part of the existing dairy farming operation.

4.4

The extent of permitted development for a 118ha site under the district plan is
reasonably significant when considering the following permitted thresholds:
• 15% impermeable surfaces
• 12.5% building coverage
• 12m maximum height for buildings.
• Above ground utilities such as masts, poles, and support structures up to 20m
in height are a permitted activity – comparable to the proposed flue
• That rural related activities including glasshouses and renewable energy
projects are excluded from calculations for the following rules – scale of
activities (people engaged in activities on site), traffic movements, and parking.
Similarly, construction personnel and the related traffic that they generate is
also exempted.
• Artificial Crop Protection - Structures with cloth material used to protect crops
that are maximum of 6m in height and no closer than 3m from the boundary.
There is no limit on the scale of this structure providing they are protecting
crops. There is no limitation on the colour of the cloth material used for this
purpose.
• Annual excavation and filling to a maximum of 5000m3

4.5

There would appear to be no limitations for the artificial crop protection structures
other than the 6m height limit and the 3m setback. This massing is a relatively
significant visual consideration which could be permitted as of right. In additional farm
buildings of up to 12m could be built 10m from the boundary and would be a
permitted activity.

4.6

The types of structures (and their size) can be located within a typical farming or
agricultural operation. Buildings of the building footprint proposed could include
wintering barns, glasshouses, and a collection of typical farm buildings used for
equipment and storage of hay or similar.

4.7

It is contended that this proposal is comparable to what is typically identified on rural
properties. The Permitted Baseline is an important consideration from a bulk and
location perspective particularly considering what can occur 10m from the boundary.

CONSENTED DEVELOPMENT
4.8

The consented development approved under resource consent applications RC
2200204 and RC 2200203 issued by the Far North District Council and those
Regional Consents issued for the same development form part of the existing
environment.

RULE BREACH ASSESSMENT
4.9

As noted earlier within this assessment the plan offers assessment criteria for rules
that are breached by any application. In addition to this and with the application being
assessed as a Discretionary application there are other considerations which are
considered which complete the full assessment of the application. The following
assessment relates to the specific breaches but also the overall effects of the
proposed glasshouse.

EXCAVATION AND FILLING
4.10

The extent of the proposed excavation and filling is required to create the culinary oil
and renewable energy operation and includes access and storage area plus areas
required for access, manoeuvring and parking. The proposed cut and fill
requirements are detailed within the Cook Costello report and plans, and are as
follows:
•
Cut
20,400m3
•
Fill
6,000m3
•
Total 26,400m3

4.11

Proposed excavation and filling does not constitute or fall within any identified
exemptions which apply to rural properties and uses. Surplus material will be used
within the site for any landscaping, stormwater detention areas, and bunding.
Material that is not required will removed from the site.

4.12

For completeness (within the Engineer’s report) the total volume for the consented
horticultural operation, the Matawii Dam access Road and this consent are included
for reference purposes. It is noted that volumes for these components fall below
original (and consented estimates). This is nevertheless an extension to the
consented area which requires consideration.
As a Discretionary the following assessment criteria has been used.
(a)

the degree to which the activity may cause or exacerbate erosion and/or other
natural hazards on the site or in the vicinity of the site, particularly lakes, rivers,
wetlands and the coastline;
The site is relative flat to slightly undulating with the resultant earthworks creating
the required platforms for the onsite development. The cut to fill is relatively
modest for the extent of the required works and will be battered as required to
reduce any stability risk where cut or fill is required. Given the available land the
proposed works are well away from lot boundaries and the proposed works are
not close to any existing water bodies. The stormwater plans for the original
horticultural hub have essentially been extended but also kept separate from
each other to manage stormwater more effectively.

(b) any effects on the life supporting capacity of the soil;
The topsoil from the excavation and filling will not be removed from site but
rather used within the site in various ways. The proposed operation does not
produce a crop but does contribute in other ways to improve the life supporting
capacity of other rural land. The liquid fertiliser and mulch product will provide
this necessary improved capacity. The effects are considered to be less than
minor.
(c) any adverse effects on stormwater flow within the site, and stormwater flow to or
from other properties in the vicinity of the site including public roads;
The site will be managed from a stormwater perspective with a combination of
roof harvesting of water and any surplus water not required for the operation
being directed to existing stormwater catchments and the reservoir. The overall
quantity of stormwater generated is to be at or below pre-development levels. As

a result, the extent of surplus stormwater reaching the surrounding catchments
will be limited and will be directed and controlled management within the site.
The water quality will be such that the receiving bodies of water will be
unaffected by the relatively minor flows. Managing potential leachate from the
operation is an important requirement to ensure that nutrient loading of the
catchments does not occur. Sufficient measure to manage this are proposed with
water captured and recycled where possible.
There will be no water which reaches any public road because Wallis Road and
State Highway 12 are at higher elevations than the application site. Existing
catchments will receive any surplus water from site activities but only at predevelopment levels.
(d) any reduction in water quality;
A key driver for the stormwater design and one of the key environmental bottom
lines for the development is water quality and the long term view of improving
this within the site and the surrounding catchments. In order to achieve this any
discharge of stormwater to water bodies would be completed to an acceptable
level. As part of the Cultural Values Assessment undertaken by Te Keruru
Consultants for the overall site this was identified as a key outcome during
preliminary discussions and in the resultant recommendations.
It is contended that there is no reduction in water quality during either the
construction phase or during the operational phase.
(e) any loss of visual amenity or loss of natural character of the coastal environment;
Not applicable as the site is not within the coastal environment.
(f) effects on Outstanding Landscape Features and Outstanding Natural Features
(refer to Appendices 1A and 1B in Part 4, and Resource Maps);
The site has an Outstanding Landscape Feature positioned at the highest part of
the overall site. This feature is not located anywhere near to the application site.
(g) the extent to which the activity may adversely affect areas of significant
indigenous vegetation or significant habitats of indigenous fauna;
The application site does not have any significant indigenous vegetation or
significant habitat. What is located on the site will be enhanced by the revegetation of stream margins adjacent to the site. These plantings will contribute
in the future to creation of habitat areas and vegetation corridors for fauna.
(h) the extent to which the activity may adversely affect heritage resources,
especially archaeological sites;
An assessment of the site was undertaken by Don Prince of Time Depth
Enterprises Heritage Consultants. This assessment concluded that it was
unlikely to be any sites of interest within the application site. This is further
supported by preliminary discussions held for the Cultural Values and
Assessment report which is still being prepared. In the unlikely event that a site
of interest is found during excavation or when undertaking the construction of the
development, then the provisions of The Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga
Act 2014 would apply. An advice note to this extent would be applicable.

(i)

the extent to which the activity may adversely affect the cultural and spiritual
values of Maori, especially Sites of Cultural Significance to Maori and waahi tapu
(as listed in Appendix 1F in Part 4, and shown on the Resource Maps);
The site is not located within nor does it contain any sites of cultural significance
to Maori as defined and detailed within the Far North District Plan. The Cultural
Values and Assessment report completed by Te Kereru Consulting for the
overall development has not identified any matters of concern for the proposed
development other than to ensure water quality is maintained or improved and
that replanting of stream margins occurs moving into the future. On this front and
separate from the consenting process, planting have commenced in certain area.
There are no known sites of significance to Maori.

(j)

any cumulative adverse effects on the environment arising from the activity;
It is contended that there are no cumulative effects arising out of the proposed
development which is relatively modest in scale when compared to the
consented horticultural hub. The combined scale as now proposed remains
below the originally consented levels. Careful consideration has been made in
terms of dealing with interim effects generated during the construction phase but
also longer term effects.
The cumulative effects are considered to be less than minor.

(k) the effectiveness of any proposals to avoid, remedy or mitigate any adverse
effects arising from the activity;
The excavation and filling required to be undertaken in order to complete the
development are considered to be temporary effects which will be managed in a
way that ensures that such effects are avoided, remedied and mitigated. The
temporary effects associated with the construction phase will be managed by
ensuring that erosion and sediment control plans are in place and that dust
minimisation is managed effectively. The duration of the construction phase is
noted within the draft construction management plan for the overall development
and within the Engineering report prepared by Cook Costello. The works will be
undertaken during normal working hours and in a rural context this is considered
to be acceptable.
The areas of the site not used for buildings or consisting of an all weather
surface will be contoured to maintain appropriate overland flow paths and
grassed.
The key driver of the project is to minimise any effects on the receiving
environment and it is contended that this is achieved with the proposed
management of the site and activity during and post construction. The proposed
management of stormwater which will be at pre-development levels will ensure
that effects are not more than minor.
(l)

the ability to monitor the activity and to take remedial action if necessary;
In the unlikely event that remedial action is required to be completed there would
not appear to be any issue in addressing and completing this. There is sufficient
space on site and sufficient margins within the overall design to accommodate
this unlikely event.

TRAFFIC INTENSITY
4.13

The district plan provides a table used to estimate the potential traffic intensity factor
for any activity which occurs on an application site. There are a number of
exemptions which apply to this proposed activity as set out within these rules and
which cannot be counted in assessing the total Traffic Intensity Factor. The
exemptions include:
• the first residential unit on a site;
• farming;
• construction traffic (associated with the establishment of an activity)
• Any traffic associated with renewable energy
• Any traffic generated from rural activity.

4.14

In this respect only those persons and areas associated with the culinary oil
operation are required to be assessed. The area involved still equates to
approximately 5500m2 which is an estimate.

4.15

The traffic movements based on 5500m2 of gross business space is 550 daily one
way traffic movements based on 10 traffic movements per 100m2 of GBA. I have (for
the purposes of this assessment) excluded buildings and areas associated with the
renewable energy aspects as they fall within the exemptions.

4.16

The traffic generated by the proposed culinary operation will be split to utilize the
approved traffic plans for the overall development. As noted within the introduction
the heavy vehicles will utilize Wallis Road while the general workers will utilize the
Innovation Hub access road and new intersection onto SH12. There is significant
capacity in this entrance to deal with vehicles and in this instance, traffic related to 36
employees will be generated. Onsite measures will ensure that cars cannot utilize the
Wallis Road entrance.

4.17

The addition of heavy vehicles only (onto Wallis Road) does not require an upgrade
of this road because as noted within the original traffic report, a peak of 10 traffic
movements per hour (or higher) would trigger an intersection upgrade. The upgrade
to Wallis Road is required as part of the consented Horticultural Hub development
and is not proposed under this application. There is no direct access proposed onto
State Highway 12 however indirectly access will be achieved with a Section 348
ROW access consent to be lodged reflective of the proposed access arrangements.
(a) The extent by which the expected traffic intensity for a proposed activity exceeds
the assumed value set by the Traffic Intensity Factor contained in Appendix 3A in
Part 4 of the Plan.
The 36 staff engaged in the culinary oils operation are required to be considered
with some of these employees solely involved in the exempted renewable energy
activity. The assessed traffic movements of 550 for an operation with 36
employees is considered excessive. Even allowing for multiple trips for some
employees number would be unlikely to exceed 100 per day.
Using the formula accepted in the original report for the two hubs by Traffic
Planning Consultants the peak number of traffic movements in both the AM and
PM would be very low and non-discernable.

There is sufficient scope and capacity within the existing access design to
accommodate the traffic from the culinary oil operation. It is further contended
that with a portion of shared travel and the use of other means of arriving and
departing the site (such as walking or pedestrians) that this demand will further
reduce.
(b) The time of day when the extra vehicle movements will occur.
With the bulk of employees working the same hours these peaks can be
managed and there is also the potential for ride sharing or other means of getting
to and from the site. There will be two peaks per day as per the start and
finishing times.
(c) The distance between the location where the vehicle movements take place and
any adjacent properties.
The nearest dwelling is more than 500m away and only impacted by the
occasional heavy vehicle which uses Wallis Road.
(d) The width and capability of any street to be able to cope safely with the extra
vehicle movements.
The internal road which services the Matawii Dam and that will link in with the
Innovation Hub will be designed to meet a typical two way roading arrangement
with sufficient scope for roadside stormwater management and required
services. This internal road and its design detail are attached within the
Engineering drawings.
It is contended that for this application that no upgrade to Wallis Road is required
due to the low number of traffic movements proposed from heavy vehicles. As
noted from the traffic comments the 10 vehicles per hour peak (which would
trigger an intersection upgrade) is not met by this application.
The use of the Innovation Hub access for employee vehicles from the proposed
activity can readily be absorbed by the internal roading network and the SH12
intersection. Traffic effects are considered to be less than minor.
(e) The location of any footpaths and the volume of pedestrian traffic on them.
The matter of pedestrian traffic and the provision of footpaths between Kaikohe
and the Innovation Park formed part of the NZTA requirements for the original
innovation park applications. The scale of this project would not add to this
requirement and previously agreed measures are considered sufficient.
(f) The sight distances associated with the vehicle access onto the street.
Wallis Road which is to be used for heavy vehicles has suitable sight distances
in both directions. The SH12 entrance for the Innovation Hub has been approved
by NZTA and offers improved sight distances to those which presently exist.
In both instances the entrances meet engineering standards and guidelines.
(g) The existing volume of traffic on the streets affected.
The traffic counts for Wallis Road indicate very few traffic movements on a daily
basis and little or no peaks. Residents who use the road will experience a

significant increase in volumes during both the construction phases for the dam
and horticultural hub. The culinary oil pressing operation when it commences will
limit additional traffic to heavy vehicles only with only a few per day during
normal operations. The additional traffic to be directed through the Innovation
Hub entrance is within the design parameters of the intersection.
(h) Any existing congestion or safety problems on the streets affected.
There is currently no congestion from existing road users and it is not expected
that this proposed activity will generate adverse congestion effects. The onsite
traffic management contributes to this reasoning and effects are concluded as
being acceptable for the existing road network.
(i)

With respect to effects in local neighbourhoods, the ability to mitigate any
adverse effects through the design of the access, or the screening of vehicle
movements, or limiting the times when vehicle movements occur.
The site plan confirms the distance of the proposed development from adjoining
landowners and their dwelling. It is considered that this internal roading
alignment has been previously approved and will be screened in the future by
the horticultural operation.
The proposed activities on site will operate within daytime hours as defined
within the district plan.

(j)

With respect to the effects on through traffic on arterial roads, strategic roads
and State Highways, any measures such as right-turn bays, flush medians, left
turn deceleration tapers, etc. proposed to be installed on the road as part of the
development to accommodate traffic turning into and out of the site.
There are no specific upgrading requirements resulting from this application for
Wallis Road and State Highway 12 intersection. The Innovation hub entrance
has been designed to accommodate the full development of the park and offers
extensive additional capacity. The original assessment completed by Traffic
Planning Consultants concludes that the proposed design is more than adequate
to address the proposed volume and types of vehicles and will meet NZTA and
Council requirements.

(k) The extent to which the activity may cause or exacerbate natural hazards or may
be adversely affected by natural hazards, and therefore increase the risk to life,
property and the environment.
There are no known natural hazards which will or could be affected by the
additional traffic from the proposed activity.
(l)

Whether providing or having access to bicycle parking, shower/changing facilities
or alternative transportation would reduce the number of vehicle movements
associated with the proposed activity.
The development provides for the usual staff facilities with details yet to be
finalised with respect to internal services and demand. There would be no issues
in providing for bicycle parking within the site. There would also presumably be
no issues in providing changing facilities. With respect to showering facilities this
would depend on the requirements for the operational aspects but could be
provided if found to be necessary.

(m) The provision of safe access for pedestrians moving within or exiting the site.
The intent within the park is to provide for safe movement of pedestrians within
the site. As noted previously there is no footpath on State Highway 12 or on
Wallis Road. The closest footpath ends at Reservoir Road in Kaikohe with is
several kilometres away. It was also previously suggested that in the event that
demand within the Innovation and Enterprise Hub be high that a footpath in
consultation with Council be considered.
RENEWABLE ENERGY
4.18

The renewable energy section of the plan requires the consideration of the proposal
against the assessment criteria as follows. In reviewing this section there are generic
and specific matters which are not relevant to this proposal. The essence of this
applications sees the waste products of the culinary oil processing process being
used and combined with dairy farm effluent to create three usable products. The
result is that typically waste product which would be carted to an approved refuse
facility or disposed of to land will now have a productive use.

4.19

The three products are a bio-diesel product which will be created via a bio-digester
process and which is usable in diesel powered vehicles. Solid material and liquids
remaining after the biofuel is extracted is essentially a liquid fertiliser and a solid
mulch like material which could be used in gardens as a mulch/ fertiliser type product.

4.20

The following assessment is made utilising the assessment criteria provided:
(a) The contribution the proposal will make to Central Government energy policy
objectives and renewable energy targets.
The proposal is seen to take advantage of waste products which would ordinarily
be sent to landfills or discharged through existing dairy effluent treatment
systems. It is considered that the reduction is this type of waste and which offers
a potential use of dairy farm effluent that environmental bottom lines set by the
government are met.
(b) The contribution the proposal will make to the security of supply and increased
energy independence for the communities of Far North District.
The proposal will a cost effective bio-diesel alternative to the public.
(c) Any other benefits or positive effects that the project is able to demonstrate. This
may include adding to and diversifying the District’s generation base, increased
network resilience, reduced grid investment, local industry development, and
price security for the local community.
As noted above there are definitive environmental benefits from the proposed
biofuel operation. This is considered to be a non-traditional renewable energy
solution. The fuel created could offer an opportunity to generate electricity
through diesel generators improving the resilience of the local community and
offer an alternative to fossil fuel derived products.
(d) The actual and potential noise effects of the proposal, and the ability to meet
NZS 6808:2010 Acoustics Wind farm noise and other relevant standards such as
NZS 6802:1991 "Assessment of Environmental Sound".

The noise report prepared by Marshall Day Acoustics demonstrates the effects
are less than minor.
(e) The actual and potential effects of the proposal, with particular consideration of
the following:
(i) the effects on Outstanding Landscapes, Outstanding Landscape Features or
Outstanding Natural Features identified on the Resource Maps;
(ii) the extent to which the proposal will adversely impact on dwellings, key
public places including major roads and recreation areas and the coastal
marine area;
(iii) the extent to which the proposal will impact on the natural character of the
coastal and rural environment;
(iv) the extent to which the proposal will adversely impact on cultural values;
(v) the extent to which any aspects of the proposal can be sited underground
where practicable.
The actual and potential effects are considered to be less than minor. Apart from
cultural values none of the other matters are considered to be relevant. Cultural
values are discussed in more detail later within this report. It is contended that
many concerns of tangata whenua are reduced by this proposal with no
perceived conflicts and effects concluded as being less than minor.
(f) The effect of the overall scale of the proposed development, including the
number of structures, their height, the visual effect of the development as a
whole, staging of the development and temporary effects as a result of
construction.
The extent of the biofuel operation is relatively modest and is essentially a few
small buildings and tanks on a small parcel of land within the innovation park.
(g) The extent to which the proposal will affect amenity values of the surrounding
environment with particular regard being given to the impact of the development
on residential dwellings, including consideration of any potential adverse effect
on amenity values discernible at the dwelling including:
(i) electromagnetic interference to broadcast or other signals;
(ii) blade glint resulting from the reflection of the sun from the turbine blades;
(iii) shadow flicker resulting from sunlight on the rotating blades casting a
shadow that rapidly moves across the windows of a dwelling within 10 rotor
diameters distance of a turbine.
None of these considerations are considered to be relevant for this proposal
(h) The extent of the ecological effects of the proposal, in particular:
(i) the extent to which significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats
of indigenous fauna are affected;
(ii) the potential effects on birds or other fauna, either migratory species or
resident populations on site;
(iii) the sensitivity of the site to disturbance;
(iv) the extent of any proposed earthworks and the degree to which runoff and
the effects on local catchments can be managed.
These matters have been previously evaluated and concluded as resulting in
effects that are less than minor. Key outcomes over managing discharges forms
an important component of the measures and systems imposed. The stormwater
management systems will ensure that there is no nutrient loading of the

discharged stormwater with water where possible recycled unless polished for
disposal.
(i)

The effects on archaeological sites, heritage and cultural values, including any
sites identified in Appendices 1A, 1B, 1E, 1F or 1G and shown on the Resource
Maps or Planning Maps
Cultural and archaeological matters have been fully considered and appropriate
measures are in place to ensure these values as noted within both the
archaeological and cultural reports.

(j)

The effects of the proposal on traffic safety including blade glint and shadow
flicker
This provision is not applicable

(k) The effects of traffic and vehicle movements as a result of the proposal and the
extent that traffic or site management plans can be implemented to mitigate
effects.
Traffic effects are assessed in the traffic intensity assessment section where the
whole proposal is assessed. The operations will not result in adverse traffic
effects based on the means and methods of managing traffic onsite.
(l)

The extent to which the activity may exacerbate or be adversely affected by
natural hazards
There are no natural hazards which apply to the site.

(m) The extent of any required earthworks, including access tracks, roads and
building platforms and the rehabilitation proposed.
The full extent of the excavation and filling is detailed within the application and
the internal roads required for the proposed activity. The extent of earthworks is
effectively an extension of the consented works although due to minor design
changes the total volume of proposed excavation and filling is less than the
consented quantities.
(n) The extent to which any adverse effects can be mitigated by the following:
(i) alternative siting of the structure(s) including any ancillary structure(s);
(ii) alternative design of the structure(s) including any ancillary structures(s);
(iii) alternative colour of the structure(s) including any ancillary structures(s).
The proposed location is considered to be an appropriate location for the
proposed renewable energy activity. The design of the building and site layout
has been about meeting the functional needs of the operation and fitting into the
space available. The servicing of the land and in particular managing stormwater
results in the design proposed. The proposal also complements the parks overall
direction with possible synergies available form this operation.
(o) The electromagnetic effects of the proposal, including effects on existing
telecommunications.
This consideration is not relevant
(p) The extent to which the use or storage of hazardous substances may pose a risk
to human health and/or the environment. See also Section 11.8 of the District
Plan.

The storage of the biofuel will meet industry standards and is not considered to
result in adverse effects.
(q) An evaluation of alternative sources, sites, routes and designs, as required by
the Northland Regional Policy Statement.
There does not appear to be a conflict with these considerations.
4.21

The effects of the proposed development when considered against the assessment
criteria for renewable energy concludes that the effects are less than minor.

PARKING AND LOADING SPACES
4.22 The district plan requires a total of 55 car spaces based on 5500m2 of GBA and with
the ratio of 1 space per 100m2 of GBA. The proposal offers 32 car spaces based on
expected demand which is less than the prescribed requirement. The expected
demand for spaces is considered to be insular to the site and should demand for
spaces increase, then there is land which could be made available. The parking
provision is considered to be acceptable and will not result in any adverse effects on
the immediate area.
4.23

The Rural Production zone has no requirement for loading spaces to be provided. In
order to ensure a functional operation. There is provision for loading zones and to
ensure that sufficient turning space is provided for these areas. The details of the
parking areas and loading spaces are illustrated within the site plan and commented
on within the Engineers Report.

NES REGULATION
4.24

As a result of the extent of proposed soil disturbance from onsite earthworks it was
necessary to include the original Preliminary Site Investigation and Detailed Site
Investigation which were completed for the horticultural hub. The culinary oil site
does not appear to have any past uses. Updated reports to add this additional area
was not considered to be necessary but for completeness has been included due to
soil disturbance exceeding permitted levels. Testing adjacent to the site found no
additional concerns.

4.25

There is no intension to remove any soil from the site and the risk to human health is
low.

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
INFRASTRUCTURAL SERVICING

4.26

Wastewater
The proposed wastewater servicing for the site will be achieved via onsite disposal
following secondary treatment within the area identified for wastewater treatment and
disposal within the Innovation and Enterprise Hub area. The preferred mechanism is
to pipe pre-treated wastewater from the application site which is utilise the consented
wastewater treatment system and then disposed of to ground. The applicant is
seeking updated consents from Northland Regional Council for this activity. Present
consented discharge quantities do not provide sufficient spare capacity for this
activity due to the quantities of water required for the oil extraction process. There is

no shortage of land which could be available and which has been preliminary
identified on the Innovation Hub site.
4.27

The Council wastewater network passes the application site and is located on State
Highway 12. Council’s Infrastructure and Asset Management team advises that there
is no spare capacity within their network. For this reason onsite options have been
evaluated and proposed.

4.28

It is contended from the assessment of effects for the wastewater discharge
applications that the effects will be less than minor.

4.29

Potable water
The primary source of potable water will be via a combination of roof harvesting,
Matawii dam usage, onsite dam usage, and bore supply. The water demands are
significant and regional consents have already been secured for the relevant
components. Due to the high volumes there is likely to be a variety of sources used
with treatment requirements dependent on the actual usage and water quality
requirements.

4.30

There is currently no demand for this additional source at the present time. There is
also reticulated Council supply which travels along State Highway 12. The Council’s
infrastructure team advises that there is insufficient supply for the proposed activity
and for this reason has not been further explored with onsite options being preferred.

4.31

It is therefore contended that there is sufficient onsite supply for the propose activity
and which represents an efficient means of meeting activity demand.

4.32

Fire-fighting supply
The reservoir and bank of water tanks offer a supply of water for firefighting
purposes. It is contended that this provision has been made being mindful of the
proposed buildings, their uses, and the likely demand. Detailed designs will
determine the final requirements based on the standard requirements for the
proposed uses.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL
4.33 Don Prince of Time Depth Enterprises Heritage Consultants has undertaken an
archaeological survey and report for the application site. Within the report the
following exerts were considered pertinent to the proposal.
Background research failed to identify any previously recorded archaeological sites
within or in the immediate vicinity of the property and no archaeological sites or
evidence that undetected subsurface archaeological sites exist, were identified during
the current inspection. However, the property has a number of attributes such as
fresh waterways, thermal wetland, fertile flats and elevated locations known to be
favoured for pre-1900 settlement. Anecdotal evidence exists regarding a WWII
military camp established on the SH 12 frontage, but no physical evidence of the
camp has been identified.
As a result of the negative findings of the research and on-site inspection it is
recommended there be no constraints on archaeological grounds for the
development to proceed as currently proposed.

At this point in time it is not necessary to seek and obtain an authority from HNZPT to
modify or destroy archaeological features. However, if in the unlikely event that
archaeological evidence is encountered during earthworks associated with the
upgrades then the Accidental Discovery Protocol (ADP) contained within this
assessment be followed.
4.34

The assessment concludes that there are no sites of interest and that there is a low
risk that archaeological sites may exist within the property. In this respect the
standards Accidental Discovery Protocol should apply and this will be followed during
the construction phase. The potential archaeological effects are less than minor.

VISUAL ASSESSMENT
4.35 The visual effects have been considered in assessing this proposal. Unlike the
horticultural operation and innovation hub, this proposal is substantially far away from
property boundaries. When combined with the relatively modest buildings and lay of
the land the buildings this proposal will not be clearly visible or result in an adverse
visual effect requiring mitigation. In the event that Council considers that landscaping
should be required, then this could be conditioned accordingly.
ECOLOGICAL
4.36 The culinary oil site contains no vegetation and there is also limited vegetation close
to the streams within the valley floor. A key component of the application site is
relating to the management of stormwater and onsite management of the waste
products. The intent of the proposed systems is to reduce the likelihood of any
nutrient loading and the resultant effects. As noted earlier captured water will be
recycled where possible and when not required will be polished (removed of any
nutrients) prior to discharged
4.37

The proposed activity and related works associated with the construction of the
development will not adverse effect existing ecology and may as part of the proposed
mitigation measures improve the prospect for habitat creation for fauna.

NOISE
4.38 The applicant engaged Marshall Day acoustics to review the noise requirements of
the plan and the potential impacts of the development. The attached report details all
components of the development and concludes that with some design measures
incorporated that effects will be less than minor. Conditions are recommended and
noted within the report prepared.
CULTURAL
4.39 The applicant commissioned Te Kereru Associates to undertake a Cultural Values
and Impact Assessment for the overall park development. This report concluded that
providing the stated recommendations are followed that effects from a cultural
perspective will be less than minor. As part of the involvement of Ngati Rangi in the
over park development there are a number of undertakings in place which are
formally becoming established with the onsite works imminent. This proposal remains
consistent with the findings and the agreed recommendations.
4.40

The essence of the agreements, include matters such as:

• Water quality – streams and stormwater during and post construction;
• Wastewater management – treatment and disposal to ground;
• Enhancement of streamside areas and ensuring appropriate setback distances
are achieved;
• Appropriate tikanga is completed for all workers with inductions etc. during the
construction phase
• Archaeological sites awareness – Accidental Discovery Protocol to apply; and,
• Earthworks are managed appropriately.
4.41

These aspects and more have been addressed within the overall park development
with design aspects not being brought into the built form. It is further noted that the
Ngawha Marae is particular supportive of the proposal and the opportunities that this
park will create for the immediate community.

ECONOMIC
4.42 The proposal offers the opportunity to create 36 jobs in a mixture of roles which
provides a much needed injection into the local economy. The opportunity for job
creation and related stimulus cannot be understated for an area with comparatively
high unemployment and limited economic growth. This opportunity represents a
complementary activity which when combined with the Horticultural Hub and the
Innovation and Enterprise Hub will generate a significant stimulus for related
economic growth.
4.43

The loss of part of a dairy farm to achieve this proposed use is considered
acceptable when considering the opportunities to the community that this
development will provide. The proposal is considered to represent a positive
alternative to typical rural use and an opportunity which will stimulate the local
economy.

SIGNAGE
4.44 Although no details of signage have been provided it is considered that the permitted
allowance of 3m2 for the site is more than sufficient for the proposed activity. The
location of any signage is likely to be near to Wallis Road and will be positioned to
ensure that it is safe for road users and does not create any distraction. The sign
would not be lit and comply with the usual requirements.

5.0

District Plan Objectives and Policies

5.1

As a Discretionary Activity the proposal is assessed in accordance with the objectives
and policies of the district plan.

5.2

The following objectives are considered to be the most relevant to the proposed
culinary oil operation.

Rural Environment
8.3 OBJECTIVES
8.3.1

To promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources of the
rural environment.
The processing of products harvested off the land and the use of all components of
this raw product is considered to be a sustainable and effective means of managing
these resources. The site is self-sufficient in terms of infrastructural servicing. The
proposal is considered to represent sustainable management of natural and
physical resources.

8.3.2

To ensure that the life supporting capacity of soils is not compromised by
inappropriate subdivision, use or development.
The proposal is not considered to conflict with this Objective.

8.3.3

To avoid, remedy or mitigate the adverse and cumulative effects of activities on the
rural environment.
The assessment of effects concludes that with appropriate conditions of consent
that the minor effects generated by the proposed activity will be less than minor.
The provided infrastructure and upgraded internal road network can absorb the
level of development proposed without resulting in adverse effect on the
environment or adjoining and adjacent properties. The interim effects from
earthworks will be managed to ensure that there are no long term effects from this.

8.3.6

To avoid actual and potential conflicts between land use activities in the rural
environment.
The processing of a horticultural crop is a typical rural activity and when combined
with the biofuel component activity is a typical use within the rural environment.
There are no dwellings close to the development and which could be considered to
be affected by the proposed development.

8.3.7

To promote the maintenance and enhancement of amenity values of the rural
environment to a level that is consistent with the productive intent of the zone.
The maintenance of amenity values has been a key requirement for this proposed
development. This consideration does not appear to be conflicted with with the
existing rural outlook being maintained.

8.3.8

To facilitate the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in an
integrated way to achieve superior outcomes to more traditional forms of

subdivision, use and development through management plans
development.
The modest nature of the built form and self-sufficiency of the
particular feature of the development. The existing pastoral use
dairying does not create the superior economic that this operation
proposal complements other hub activities.

and integrated
operation is a
of the site for
will return. The

8.3.9

To enable rural production activities to be undertaken in the rural environment.
The proposed activity is rural in nature and is appropriate within this location

8.3.10

To enable the activities compatible with the amenity values of rural areas and rural
production activities to establish in the rural environment.
As noted above there is no adverse effects on the amenity values of the site from
the proposed activity. It is contended that the proposal can be incorporated into the
receiving environment without resulting in adverse effects.

8.4 POLICIES
8.4.1 That activities which will contribute to the sustainable management of the natural and
physical resources of the rural environment are enabled to locate in that environment.
The emphasis of this application has been on self-sufficiency with limited effects on
the environment. This proposal is a modified traditional rural activity which is not
reliant on the soils of the site but does need to be located within this rural context
particularly given the proposed activities. Sustainable management practices are
evident with the proposal and it is considered to be consistent with this required
outcome.
8.4.2 That activities be allowed to establish within the rural environment to the extent that
any adverse effects of these activities are able to be avoided, remedied or mitigated
and as a result the life supporting capacity of soils and ecosystems is safeguarded
and rural productive activities are able to continue.
It is contented that the application achieves this policy consideration given the efforts
extended to minimise potential effects of the development. The proposal as noted
previously is a modified traditional rural activity which is considered to complement
the immediate location and result in high economic returns and also high
environmental bottom lines.
8.4.3 That any new infrastructure for development in rural areas be designed and operated
in a way that safeguards the life supporting capacity of air, water, soil and
ecosystems while protecting areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna, outstanding natural features and landscapes
The proposal will provide its own sources of water for the proposed activity and
ensure that stormwater is managed efficiently. There are no significant habitats within
the site which require protection. The overall farm contains an Outstanding Natural
Feature but this is located on the north eastern end of the property and above the
Innovation and Enterprise Hub. This area is well away from any development
proposals. There are several small streams which flow through the property none of
which is affected by this proposed development.
This application does not conflict with this policy consideration.

8.4.5 That plan provisions encourage the avoidance of adverse effects from incompatible
land uses, particularly new developments adversely affecting existing land-uses
(including by constraining the existing land-uses on account of sensitivity by the new
use to adverse effects from the existing use – i.e. reverse sensitivity).
The proposed activity culinary oil operation is not unusual but there are no similar
biofuel operations within New Zealand – particularly those which involve culinary oil
processing waste and dairy farm effluent. Notwithstanding this, the proposal has
been assessed and concluded as resulting in less than minor effects on the receiving
environment. The immediate uses of land within the area are pastoral farming with
also several lifestyle properties. It is contended that the proposal does not create a
reverse sensitivity concern given that the operation is organic and rural in nature and
that adjoining lifestyle properties are mitigated from potential effects.
8.4.6 That areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of indigenous
fauna habitat be protected as an integral part of managing the use, development and
protection of the natural and physical resources of the rural environment.
There are not areas of significant habitat but the areas which are considered to be
more sensitive have been avoided.
8.4.7 That Plan provisions encourage the efficient use and development of natural and
physical resources, including consideration of demands upon infrastructure.
The proposal provides for all its servicing relating to water, stormwater, and
wastewater while upgrading the immediate roading network to ensure effects are less
than minor. The proposal is considered to be consistent with this requirement.
8.4.8 That, when considering subdivision, use and development in the rural environment,
the Council will have particular regard to ensuring that its intensity, scale and type is
controlled to ensure that adverse effects on habitats (including freshwater habitats),
outstanding natural features and landscapes on the amenity value of the rural
environment, and where appropriate on natural character of the coastal environment,
are avoided, remedied or mitigated. Consideration will further be given to the
functional need for the activity to be within rural environment and the potential
cumulative effects of non-farming activities.
The application site does not contain significant habitats or outstanding landscape
features. The scale of the operation is relatively modest with a functional need to be
in the rural environment and is not considered to be a non-farming or non-rural
activity.

Rural Production
8.6.3 OBJECTIVES
These objectives supplement those set out in Section 8.3.
8.6.3.1 To promote the sustainable management of natural and physical resources in the
Rural Production Zone.
It is contended that the application achieves this with a combination of design and
environmental bottom lines for the establishment of this activity.

8.6.3.2 To enable the efficient use and development of the Rural Production Zone in a way
that enables people and communities to provide for their social, economic, and
cultural well being and for their health and safety.
This proposal provides 36 jobs which will improve the locations social and economic
well-being.
8.6.3.3 To promote the maintenance and enhancement of the amenity values of the Rural
Production Zone to a level that is consistent with the productive intent of the zone.
A key consideration for the site is the importance to maintain and where possible
enhance amenity levels while providing for the productive intent of the zone. The
extent of the proposed activity and its operation is modest and well away from
property boundaries. It is considered that this consideration is achieved.
8.6.3.4 To promote the protection of significant natural values of the Rural Production Zone.
The proposal does not conflict with this objective as there are no significant natural
values which are affected.
8.6.3.6 To avoid, remedy or mitigate the actual and potential conflicts between new land
use activities and existing lawfully established activities (reverse sensitivity) within
the Rural Production Zone and on land use activities in neighbouring zones.
The proposal represents a change to the current pastoral farming use into an
intensive processing facility for rural products and rural waste. There are little or no
reverse sensitivity concerns for the area as the surrounding area is mostly pastoral
farming or lifestyle properties. These effects are such that they are considered to be
less than minor.
8.6.3.7 To avoid remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of incompatible use or
development on natural and physical resources.
It is not considered that the use is incompatible in this location and will result in
adverse effects which cannot be mitigated by the measures proposed.
8.6.3.8 To enable the efficient establishment and operation of activities and services that
have a functional need to be located in rural environments.
The proposed operation has a functional need to be located in this location.
8.6.3.9 To enable rural production activities to be undertaken in the zone.
The application is consistent with this objective
8.6.4 POLICIES
These policies supplement those set out in Section 8.4.
8.6.4.1 That the Rural Production Zone enables farming and rural production activities, as
well as a wide range of activities, subject to the need to ensure that any adverse
effects on the environment, including any reverse sensitivity effects, resulting from
these activities are avoided, remedied or mitigated and are not to the detriment of
rural productivity.
As previously note this is a modestly scaled operation which results in effects that
are less than minor.

8.6.4.2 That standards be imposed to ensure that the off site effects of activities in the
Rural Production Zone are avoided, remedied or mitigated.
The only off site effects relate to minor traffic volumes which fall within the existing
and consent network requirements
8.6.4.3 That land management practices that avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on
natural and physical resources be encouraged.
It is contended that the proposed land management practices result in less than
minor effects.
8.6.4.4 That the type, scale and intensity of development allowed shall have regard to the
maintenance and enhancement of the amenity values of the Rural Production Zone
to a level that is consistent with the productive intent of the zone.
The proposed development triggers rule breaches due to the extent of excavation
and filling, the assessed traffic movements and because part of the application
involves a renewable energy component. The scale of the development falls well
within the permitted standards and due to the location, amenity values are
maintained with no neighbours affected.
8.6.4.5 That the efficient use and development of physical and natural resources be taken
into account in the implementation of the Plan.
The proposal is considered to represent an activity which is an efficient use of
available resources.
8.6.4.7 That although a wide range of activities that promote rural productivity are
appropriate in the Rural Production Zone, an underlying goal is to avoid the actual
and potential adverse effects of conflicting land use activities.
The proposed activities will not result in any conflicting land use activities. The
proposed uses are considered to be generally consistent with the intent of the zone.
8.6.4.8 That activities whose adverse effects, including reverse sensitivity effects, cannot
be avoided remedied or mitigated are given separation from other activities
This consideration does not apply to this site
8.6.4.9 That activities be discouraged from locating where they are sensitive to the effects
of or may compromise the continued operation of lawfully established existing
activities in the Rural Production zone and in neighbouring zones.
The proposal will not compromise any adjacent activity which has been lawfully
established.

6.0

District Wide Objectives and Policies

6.1

Soils and minerals

12.3.3 OBJECTIVES
12.3.3.1 To achieve an integrated approach to the responsibilities of the Northland
Regional Council and Far North District Council in respect to the management of
adverse effects arising from soil excavation and filling, and minerals extraction.

The proposal represent a cut to fill scenario with surplus material used within the
site for various aspects of the project. It is considered that although the quantities
are reasonably significant that the related effects are considered to be minor with
appropriate measures in place including erosion and sediment control, control of
dust, and regressing and management of exposed surfaces not occupied by any
building or access.
12.3.3.2 To maintain the life supporting capacity of the soils of the District.
The proposed activity is not reliant on the soils of the site but does not diminish
this option into the future. The topsoil will remain on site and not be lost from the
site.
12.3.3.3 To avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects associated with soil excavation or
filling.
As noted earlier the potential effects from the proposed excavation and filling will
be managed in a way where adverse effects will be avoided and mitigation
measures will result in less than minor effects.
12.3.4 POLICIES
12.3.4.1 That the adverse effects of soil erosion are avoided, remedied or mitigated.
A pre-requite for the development is to ensure that soil erosion is minimised. The
potential for any erosion effects is limited and there is not conflict with these rules.
12.3.4.2 That the development of buildings or impermeable surfaces in rural areas be
managed so as to minimise adverse effects on the life supporting capacity of the
soil.
The topsoil within the development area is not required for the proposed
development and when removed, will be moved to other parts of the site and used
for other purposes associated with the development.
12.3.4.4 That soil excavation and filling, and mineral extraction activities be designed,
constructed and operated to avoid, remedy or mitigate adverse effects on people
and the environment.
The application includes an draft construction management plan which details the
duration of the proposed works and proposed mitigation measure including onsite
management of the site.

6.2

Transportation

Traffic, Parking and Access
15.1.3

OBJECTIVES

15.1.3.1 To minimise the adverse effects of traffic on the natural and physical environment.
The proposed internal access roads and proposed upgrades to the SH12
intersection as part of the Innovation Park will not result in any adverse effects on
the natural and physical environment.

15.1.3.3 To ensure that appropriate provision is made for on-site car parking for all
activities, while considering safe cycling and pedestrian access and use of the
site.
The district plan requires on 55 car spaces based on the rules of the plan and the
exemptions which apply to the proposed activity. In reality the number of spaces
required is much less within 32 provided for the 36 employees. Sufficient
measures for pedestrians (although there is no existing footpath) and cycling have
been incorporated into the approved plans for SH12 by NZTA. These aspects
have been incorporated into the internal networks.
15.1.3.4 To ensure that appropriate and efficient provision is made for loading and access
for activities.
The Rural Production Zone does not require commercial proposals to provide a
loading zone. The development does however provide for loading zones within the
development. The frequency of use and size of these spaces are detailed within
the Integrated Transport Assessment.
15.1.3.5 To promote safe and efficient movement and circulation of vehicular, cycle and
pedestrian traffic, including for those with disabilities.
The proposal is considered to achieve this requirement with the internal roading
network.
15.1.4 POLICIES
15.1.4.1 That the traffic effects of activities be evaluated in making decisions on resource
consent applications.
The traffic effects have been reviewed and assessed with traffic management and
redirecting of traffic key considerations. The scale of this project is relatively
modest with only 36 employees. Employee traffic is to be redirected through the
Innovation Hub to avoid increasing peak traffic on Wallis Road. The sensitivity of
the intersection is such that 10 traffic movements per hour in peak times would
trigger an upgrade requirement. By directing heavy vehicles onto Wallis Road the
effects on this road will be negated. The future upgrade of Wallis Road will occur
when the consented horticultural hub is started. It is considered that the effects of
the proposal will be less than minor with these proposed improvements.
15.1.4.3 That parking spaces be provided at a location and scale which enables the
efficient use of parking spaces and handling of traffic generation by the adjacent
roading network.
As noted previously there will be 32 spaces provided as part of the proposed
development. These spaces and demand when combined with the traffic
management proposals will result in less than minor effects.
15.1.4.5 That appropriate loading spaces be provided for commercial and industrial
activities to assist with the pick-up and delivery of goods.
This aspect has been provided for within the proposed development.
15.1.4.6 That the number, size, gradient and placement of vehicle access points be
regulated to assist traffic safety and control, taking into consideration the
requirements of both the New Zealand Transport Agency and the Far North
District Council.

The proposed development will only have one entrance and exit point within the
site but will utilise the internal road and utilise the Innovation Hubs new entrance
onto State Highway 12. This entrance has been design to accommodate a
significantly higher level of development from that which is consented and now
proposed.
15.1.4.7 That the needs and effects of cycle and pedestrian traffic be taken into account in
assessing development proposals.
This matter has been previously considered within the Integrated Traffic
Management Report prepared for the Horticultural Hub. NZTA had specific
requirements for this aspect which form part of the approved design within the
State Highway network.
6.3 RENEWABLE ENERGY
12.9.3 OBJECTIVES
12.9.3.1 To become among the most energy self-sufficient local authorities in New Zealand
through encouraging and promoting the efficient use of energy and the greater
use and development of renewable energy while having appropriate regard to the
special values of the District identified in the Plan.
The proposal appears to be generally consistent with this aspiration.
12.9.3.2 To recognise that some utility scale renewable energy resources of the District are
restricted to specific locations and to encourage the use and development of these
where positive effects can be optimised and adverse effects can be appropriately
managed, through avoidance, remediation or mitigation as appropriate.
There would not appear to be significant constraints to the location of this facility
although access to the raw inputs (production waste material and dairy effluent) in
this case provides a constraint.
12.9.3.3 To enable people, especially the remote and isolated communities of the District,
to provide for their own energy needs in a sustainable manner, including through
the use and development of renewable energy resources.
This proposal could achieve this aspiration.
12.9.3.4 To encourage and promote renewable energy use and development proposals
that provide significant local community benefit as well as regional and/or national
benefit.
The plant scale will have local benefits and will contribute to regional and national
goals
12.9.3.5 To achieve an integrated approach in terms of the responsibilities of the Far North
District and Northland Regional Councils' management of renewable energy
generation and energy efficiency.
This approach is necessary due to the varying consent requirements needed.
12.9.3.6 To ensure that the people of the Far North are able to identify and plan for a
sustainable energy future within their communities.
This objective is not conflicted with by this proposal.

12.9.3.8 To ensure actual and potential adverse effects associated with renewable energy
and energy efficiency are avoided, remedied or mitigated.
The effects of the proposed operation are concluded as being less than minor.
12.9.4 POLICIES
12.9.4.1 That the efficient use of energy and the greater use and development of
renewable energy resources, including electricity generation and transmission,
and the operation, maintenance and upgrading of existing and future renewable
energy activities, is promoted, particularly where there is potential for national,
regional or local community benefits, including increased security of supply and
reduced greenhouse gas emissions.
The proposal will assist in promoting this policy and will also ensure that waste
products from existing operations can be reused in a manner which creates added
value products.
12.9.4.2 That renewable energy use and development is facilitated in locations where
significant adverse effects on the environment can be appropriately avoided,
remedied or mitigated while also having regard to the local, regional and national
benefits and positive effects (particularly any local benefits) associated with the
proposed development.
The site is considered very appropriate for this proposal not that the effects from
its operation are considered to be adverse.
12.9.4.3 That in assessing any specific renewable energy development proposal, the
Council will consider the appropriateness of the proposal in terms of location,
scale, and type of proposal and in terms of the effects of any supporting
infrastructure.
It is considered that the development offers sufficient evidence to support this
location and scale.
12.9.4.8 That the Council encourages early engagement with the community, including
Maori in the planning stages for energy developments with the aim of identifying
community energy goals and objectives and any potential effects on Maori sacred
sites and mauri around sites of significance to Maori.
The applicant has engaged with Ngati Rangi from the initial stages of the park and
this application is known to them. The measures required for the consented
development relate and are transferable to this application.
6.4

The application has been considered against the objective and policies of the district
plan and it is concluded that the proposal is generally consistent with these
considerations.

7.0

REGIONAL POLICY STATEMENT CONSIDERATIONS

7.1

The overall development has been assessed in relation to key objectives and policies
of the Northland Regional Policy Statement. There are a number of sections within
the document which apply to the site and its proposed development. It is contended
that the proposed culinary oil processing operation and biofuel proposal is consistent
with the key outcomes sought from rural activities and the promotion of renewable
energy related operations. The operation will economic benefits and improve the
social and economic well-being of the area.

7.2

It is contented that the permitted baseline (within the district plan) is an important
consideration and needs to be considered in the weighing up of activities, uses and
development provided for within this document. The proposal is not considered to be
inconsistent with this proposal. It is also important to note that other than for the
Traffic Intensity rule this component could have been established as a permitted
activity.

8.0

PART 2 CONSIDERATIONS

8.1

The application does not conflict with any matter or consideration under Part 2 of the
Act. The proposal provides for the social and economic well-being of the district and it
residents while ensuring the potential effects of the proposal are less than minor.

8.2

It is therefore contended that the application for a culinary oil production facility and
biofuel operation is appropriate and consistent with the intent and purpose of the Act.

Notification Assessment s95A to 95G of the Act
9.1

Sections 95A to 95G require Council to follow specific steps in determining whether
to notify an application. In considering the conclusions findings within this report are
relied upon.

9.2

Public Notification section 95A
Step 1
Mandatory public notification in certain circumstances
(a) the applicant has requested that the application be publicly notified:
(b) public notification is required under section 95C:
(c) the application is made jointly with an application to exchange recreation reserve
land under section 15AA of the Reserves Act 1977.
The applicant has not requested public notification and none of the remaining matters
as described are applicable.
Step 2 Public Notification precluded in certain circumstances
The criteria for step 2 are as follows:
(a) the application is for a resource consent for 1 or more activities, and each activity
is subject to a rule or national environmental standard that precludes public
notification:
(b) the application is for a resource consent for 1 or more of the following, but no
other, activities:
(i)
a controlled activity:
(ii) a restricted discretionary or discretionary activity, but only if the activity is a
subdivision of land or a residential activity:
(iii) a restricted discretionary, discretionary, or non-complying activity, but only
if the activity is a boundary activity:
(iv) a prescribed activity (see section 360H(1)(a)(i)).

The activity is not precluded from public notification. Even though the application is a
Discretionary Activity it is not deemed to be a residential activity - as defined in
section 95A(6).
Step 3 – Public Notification required in certain circumstances
The criteria for Step 3 are as follows:
(a) the application is for a resource consent for 1 or more activities, and any of those
activities is subject to a rule or national environmental standard that requires
public notification:
(b) the consent authority decides, in accordance with section 95D, that the activity
will have or is likely to have adverse effects on the environment that are more
than minor.
There is no rule within the NES Regulation that requires public notification of this
application. The assessment of effects completed within Section 4 of this report
concludes that the effects are less than minor.
9.3

Affected Persons Assessment – Limited Notification Section 95B
If the application is not required to be publicly notified, a Council must follow the
steps of section 95B to determine whether to limited notify the application.
Step 1: certain affected groups and affected persons must be notified
(2) Determine whether there are any—
(a) affected protected customary rights groups; or
(b) affected customary marine title groups (in the case of an application for a
resource consent for an accommodated activity).
There are no protected customary rights or customary marine titles which apply to the
application site.
Step 2: if not required by step 1, limited notification precluded in certain
circumstances
The criteria for step 2 are as follows:
(a) the application is for a resource consent for 1 or more activities, and each activity
is subject to a rule or national environmental standard that precludes limited
notification:
(b) the application is for a resource consent for either or both of the following, but no
other, activities:
(i) a controlled activity that requires consent under a district plan (other than a
subdivision of land):
(ii) a prescribed activity (see section 360H(1)(a)(ii)).

The application is not precluded from Limited Notification as neither of the
exemptions as described above apply to the application.
Step 3: if not precluded by step 2, certain other affected persons must be notified
(7) Determine whether, in accordance with section 95E, the following persons are
affected persons:
(a) in the case of a boundary activity, an owner of an allotment with an infringed
boundary; and
(b) in the case of any activity prescribed under section 360H(1)(b), a prescribed
person in respect of the proposed activity.
The assessment of effects concludes that there are no persons who will be adversely
affected by the proposed culinary oil processing facility and the biofuel operation
which includes its establishment, construction, and ongoing operation. There will be
some temporary effects related to the construction phase and while landscaping
could be utilised due to its relatively remote location and extensive distances to the
closest dwelling, no further mitigation measures are proposed.
A key consideration in this determination is the distance of the operation from the
closest dwelling which is approximately 500m away.
9.4

Notification Assessment Conclusion
Pursuant to sections 95A to 95G it is recommended that the Council determine that
the application can be processed non-notified for the following reasons:
•
•
•

In accordance with section 95A, public notification is not required, and in
particular adverse effects are considered to be less than minor;
In accordance with section 95B, no persons outside those who identified above
are affected by the proposal. These parties have all provided their written
approval for the proposal; and,
In accordance with section 95A(9) and 95B(10), there are no special
circumstances to require public or limited notification.

10.0

SUMMARY

10.1

The application is for the development of a culinary oil and biofuel operation which is
to direct the limited heavy traffic to Wallis Road and then to utilise the proposed
internal roads to utilise the Innovation hub entrance. The consents sought include
•
•
•
•
•

Excavation and filling
Traffic Intensity
Parking
Renewable Energy
NES – soil disturbance

10.2

It has been concluded via a robust assessment of effects supported by report from
various experts that the potential effects of the proposal are less than minor and that
consent for the development should be granted.

10.3

It is considered that the proposal is not inconsistent with the objectives and policies of
the district plan and offers unique solutions to current areas of concern from typical
farming operations – namely organic waste from processing operations and dairy
farm effluent. While the proposed operation does not rely on soils or protect these
soils, the proposal is a rural production activity which is assessed as being
appropriate for this location.

10.4

The opportunities remain so and this development will enable people to improve and
increase their social, cultural and economic well-being.

10.5

The effects are considered to be less than minor and the proposal is considered to be
consistent with key objectives and policies of the district plan and the Resource
Management Act.

10.6

The resource consent applications are considered to complement the existing zone
rules and complements the consented Horticultural Hub and Innovation and
Enterprise Hub which hold both district and regional consents.

10.7

The proposal on balance is not contrary to relevant objectives and policies of the Far
North District Plan and the Regional Policy Statement. There are no other relevant
planning documents to be considered.

10.8

It is considered that the application can be approved under s104B of the Act.

In respect to conditions of consent if a draft set could be sent through for comments and
consideration prior to the issuance of the decision.
Applications to the Northland Regional Council will be lodged next week and these relate to
the following:
• Soil disturbance

•
•
•
•

Wastewater treatment and disposal changes
Stormwater discharge from soil disturbance
Diversion of stormwater from land disturbance
Air discharge

Should you have any queries in respect to this application please contact me.

Yours faithfully

Wayne Smith
Zenith Planning Consultants Ltd
Principal | Director
BPlan | BSocSci | MNZPI
wayne@zenithplanning.co.nz
mob: +64 (0) 21 202 3898
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Cook Costello Job No. 14190-004
15 September 2020
Attention: Wayne Smith
RE: Avocado Culinary Oil – site suitability memo
Cook Costello has been requested to provide a site suitability assessment for the proposed Culinary Oil site located
in the northern portion of the consented Horticulture Precinct, within the Ngawha Innovation and Enterprise Park.
Relevant documents to be read in conjunction with this memo include:


Cook Costello ‘Ngawha Innovation & Enterprise Park – Ultimate Development – Site and Infrastructure Suitability
Report’, dated 14th September 2019.



Associated 2019 resource consent engineering drawing set.



Far North District Council – resource consents 2200203RMACOM and 2200204RMACOM



Northland Regional Council – resource consents AUT.041973.01.01 .. AUT.041973.05.01.



Traffic Planning Consultants – Wallis Road Intersection addendum, 18th June 2020 (attached).



Culinary Oil resource consent drawing set (attached).

Proposed Development
It is proposed to locate an avocado culinary oil factory and biogas plant in the northern portion of the Horticulture
Precinct, adjacent to and immediately north of the consented glass house platform.
The proposed factory is initially planned to process 2000 tonne/year with future expansion up to 6000 t/y of fresh
avocados. Factory inputs are avocados and water. Water requirements are approximately 0.8m³/tonne of avocado.
Factory outputs are the culinary oil product, green water (from fruit processing), avocado skins, stones, and pulp.
Cleaning water is minor in relation to the total water input and is the factories only process waste output stream
requiring disposal, along with effluent water from the staff facilities.
The proposed biogas plant receives the factory’s output avocado skins, stones, pulp and green water. Additional
biodigester inputs are concentrated dairy farm effluent sourced from offsite, and additional dilute dairy farm effluent
water. Dairy effluent is supplied by a single pipe with concentration varied to suit the seasonal biodigester water input
requirements.
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Seasonal variability of process waste inputs is buffered by withholding avocado stones on a covered seed store pad
for use in winter. The existing process involves crushing the stones before use in the biodigester. The future process
may pre-process the stones into biochar which would increase the biodigester throughput rates.
The anaerobic biodigester outputs are biogas, liquid fertiliser, and solid soil conditioner/fertiliser. The biogas is further
refined to bio methane for use as fuel in converted petrol vehicles. The bio methane will be transported in bulk by
road transport to distribution locations and no end consumer refuelling will be undertaken on site.
The other biogas constituents are moisture condensate that is returned to the biodigester, carbon dioxide, and a
minor fraction of other gases. The present process releases the carbon dioxide to atmosphere. Having been sourced
from biological processes the release does not add to greenhouse gas emissions however the membrane separation
method results in food grade CO2 and potential uses for this output as a resource are being investigated.
The liquid fertiliser is pumped back to the dairy farm for irrigation onto paddocks. Horticultural land use is expected
to increase in vicinity of the biofuel site with construction of the proposed Matawii Dam. Additionally, there is a
proposed covered horticultural operation neighbouring the site. As a result, it is likely there will be a range of liquid
fertiliser users, which as a pumped product also avoids vehicle cartage movements. Buffer tanks for the liquid fertiliser
equivalent to one month’s production output are situated on site and the dairy farm effluent pond provides an ultimate
disposal option in the unlikely event that is required.
The solid soil conditioner/fertiliser is a small volume in proportion to the digestor output, at around 2 – 3%. The
present process involves drying the digester solid output in the covered separated solids area. The future process
may involve reverse osmosis processing to achieve the drying stage more efficiently. The purpose of drying is to
improve transportation efficiency. The solid soil conditioner is an opportunity to sequester carbon from the
atmosphere to ground, though the magnitude of the opportunity is yet to be investigated and quantified.
The total site area is 3.7ha, with total building coverage of 0.1338ha (3.6%), and total impervious area of 1.37ha
(37%). There are 36 staff.
Geotechnical Site Investigation
Further to the earlier suitability reporting, geotechnical investigations have been conducted across the proposed
Ngawha Innovation and Enterprise Park and include desktop review of geology and aerial photographs, extensive in
situ investigations, laboratory testing and geophysical investigations to define and understand the entire site .
There are site specific geotechnical works under the proposed Culinary Oil area. These investigations include:
•

3 no. CPTs to 20 m target depth or refusal.
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•

Geophysical investigations including Electrical Resistivity Tomography and Seismic Refraction
Tomography.

These investigations indicate mixed sandy Silts, Silts and silty Clays overlying basalt. Basalt was interpreted at
between 10 – 20 mbgl across the site and groundwater was interpreted between 0.5 – 5.0 mbgl.
Intrusive geotechnical investigations are currently being interpreted. These will be included within a Factual
Geotechnical Report and an Interpretive Geotechnical Report. The Factual Report will summarise the investigations
and Tests. The Interpretive Report will provide geotechnical recommendations for works on the site and will provide
specific comment on aspects including but not limited to earthworks, geotechnical hazards and suitable foundation
options.
It will be important to make the most of geotechnical efficiency and structural performance for design of foundations
to understand the operational layout and proposed building types and loads and integrate the structural and
geotechnical interaction. Based on our interpretation and understanding of the preliminary testing results, we are
satisfied that suitable building platforms can be situated on site. Foundation details are subject to detailed design.
Construction Management – Civil Works
Refer to the Site and Infrastructure Suitability Report, the proposed methodology and effects remain consistent with
this earlier report. Culinary Oil bulk earthworks cut and fill volumes are 20,400m³ and 6,400m³ respectively. The
proposed Horticulture Precinct, including Culinary Oil and the Matawii West Access Road total earthworks volumes
are 150,000m³ cut and 114,000 fill. These proposed volumes are is less than the consented 164,000m³ cut and
140,000m³ fill, though the overall area of works has increased from 22.3ha to 31.35ha. Within this the Culinary Oil
area of works is 3ha.
Process Inputs and Outputs
Seed Seeds Pulp
Month
t/d t/m t/d
January
0
0 19
February
0
0 14
March
2
36
5
April
3
97
0
May
3
101
0
June
3
97
0
July
3
101
0
August
2
36
5
September
2
36
5
October
2
48
5
November
2
48
5
December
0
0 19

Green Green
Dairy
Dairy
Total
Total
Seed Seed
Pulp water water Manure Manure Effluent Effluent feedstock feedstock stored stored
t/m t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
288
26
384
8
260
13
391
66
1323
10
144
216
19
288
8
235
13
353
55
1092
7
108
72
6
96
8
260
13
391
35
855
0
0
0
0
0
8
252
17
498
28
847
0
0
0
0
0
2
52
12
376
17
528
0
0
0
0
0
2
50
12
364
17
511
0
0
0
0
0
2
52
12
376
17
528
0
0
72
6
96
2
52
7
202
22
458
0
0
72
6
96
2
50
7
196
22
450
0
0
96
6
128
8
260
13
391
35
923
0
0
96
6
128
8
252
13
378
35
902
0
0
288
26
384
8
260
13
391
66
1323
10
144

Table 1: Proposed 2000 tonne/annum avocado processing. Digestor inputs – peak daily (t/d) and monthly average (t/m).
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Raw
Digestate Digestate
Biogas
Methane digestate solids
liquid
Month
Nm³/m Nm³/m t/m
t/m
t/m
January
52090
32816
1204
27
1177
February
41263
25996
994
22
971
March
30379
19139
778
18
761
April
31742
19998
771
18
754
May
21335
13441
481
11
470
June
20646
13007
466
10
455
July
21335
13441
481
11
470
August
18913
11915
417
10
407
September
18821
11857
410
10
400
October
35728
22509
840
19
821
November
35266
22218
821
18
802
December
52090
32816
1204
27
1177
Table 2: Proposed 2000 tonne/annum avocado processing. Digestor output – monthly average.

Green Green
Dairy
Dairy
Total
Total
Seed Seed
Seed Seeds Pulp Pulp water water Manure Manure Effluent Effluent feedstock feedstock stored stored
Month
t/d t/m t/d t/m t/d
t/m t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
t/d
t/m
January
0
0 58 864
77 1152
25
781
38
1172
197
3969
29
432
February
0
0 43 648
58
864
25
706
38
1058
164
3276
22
324
March
7
108 14 216
19
288
25
781
38
1172
104
2565
0
0
April
10
292
0
0
0
0
25
756
50
1494
85
2542
0
0
May
10
302
0
0
0
0
5
156
36
1127
51
1585
0
0
June
10
292
0
0
0
0
5
151
36
1091
51
1534
0
0
July
10
302
0
0
0
0
5
156
36
1127
51
1585
0
0
August
7
108 14 216
19
288
5
156
20
606
65
1375
0
0
September
7
108 14 216
19
288
5
151
20
587
65
1350
0
0
October
7
144 14 288
19
384
25
781
38
1172
104
2769
0
0
November
7
144 14 288
19
384
25
756
38
1134
104
2706
0
0
December
0
0 58 864
77 1152
25
781
38
1172
197
3969
29
432
Table 3: Future 6000 tonne/annum avocado processing. Digestor inputs – peak daily (t/d) and monthly average (t/m).

Raw
Digestate Digestate
Biogas
Methane digestate solids
liquid
Month
Nm³/m Nm³/m t/m
t/m
t/m
January
156269
98448
3612
82
3530
February
123790
77988
2981
67
2914
March
91138
57418
2335
53
2282
April
95227
59993
2314
53
2261
May
64006
40322
1442
34
1411
June
61939
39022
1397
31
1366
July
64006
40322
1442
34
1411
August
56738
35746
1250
29
1222
September
56462
35570
1229
29
1200
October
107184
67526
2520
58
2462
November
105797
66653
2462
55
2407
December
156269
98448
3612
82
3530
Table 4: Proposed 6000 tonne/annum avocado processing. Digestor output – monthly average.
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Water Supply
Human contact and ablution water for 36 staff is proposed to be sourced from the Ø180 municipal supply located
along the State Highway 12 frontage, with a Ø150 main extending into the site. This potable source is a change from
the 2019 suitability reporting and is now possible due to the Matawii Dam providing raw water to the Kaikohe scheme.
The human contact water demand is 1.5m³/day.
Processing water is significantly higher than the human contact volume requirements. Under the 6000t/y processing
future expansion scenario the peak daily process water requirement is 64m³/day. This water will need to achieve
food grade requirements.
Several raw water sources for the process water are available, these are:


The municipal supply, which would not require further treatment though is assumed to be unviable due to
previously advised capacity concerns.



Matawii Dam supply. This water is a surface take and will have relatively high treatment requirements including
sediment removal, with sludge transported off site.



Roof rainwater collection. The available roof area within Culinary Oil is insufficient to meet the annual demand
and would rely on harvesting from the neighbouring covered horticulture rooves. The un-utilised rain harvesting
roof area is 4ha and with harvesting from 1ha alone the full raw water requirements would be met with a 5000m³
storage reservoir. As with the dam raw water supply, the roof runoff storage within a reservoir is essentially a
surface take however with reservoir lining the treatment requirements are expected to be less. Roof harvesting
would be dependant on and require coordination over staging with the covered horticulture neighbour.



An existing groundwater bore is present within the Horticulture Precinct. Yield from this single bore is 45m³/day.
To achieve food grade requirements the level of treatment is less when compared to a surface water source.
While iron is not a constituent of concern for food safety it may require removal from the raw water. Removal of
the iron, if needed, is possible with a resin filter though these are generally backflushed with salt and the disposal
impact of this needs to be considered.

In summary the raw water supply to meet the process water requirements is available. Further investigation into the
disposal of water treatment wastes, such as sludge, is underway to quantify the magnitude and constituents. Raw
water treatment to food grade requirements is achievable and shall be determined during detail design.
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Firefighting Water Supply
Firefighting water supply will be available from the Ø150 main, to be extended from the Ø180 public main located
along the SH 12 frontage.
Wastewater
Human contact derived wastewater shall be treated on site through a primary treatment stage, with primary treated
effluent then conveyed offsite by low pressure rising main to the secondary wastewater treatment plant located on
the Innovation & Enterprise Precinct.
Processing water output from the culinary oil factory is ‘green water’ and is a component of the biodigester feedstock.
The full green water output is accounted for by the biodigester input and no addition disposal to waste of this stream
is required.
Factory plant cleaning water is an output stream that requires disposal. Further investigations to quantify the
magnitude and constituents of this stream are presently underway. It is expected that with pre-treatment and/or
adequate dilution through addition of the human primary treated effluent stream, that disposal of the cleaning water
to the secondary wastewater treatment will be suitable without interfering with the pack bed reactor biological
processes.
Dairy Effluent Input
Dairy effluent is an input into the biodigester process. The source of this material is from Bayley’s farm, located 2.8km
to the east and 100m vertical elevation higher from the Culinary Oil site.
Conveyance of the dairy effluent from the farm to the site will be by pipe reticulation. The input effluent manure
concentration requirement is higher than the farm effluent pond water. The higher concentration will be achieved
either by mechanically scraping manure from the dairy shed and pad, or by concentrating the farm pond effluent
water through a weeping wall process with excess water returned to the pond.
A helical rotor is the likely pump type that will be used to pump the dairy effluent slurry. On / Off control is likely to
use a simple pressure switch system.
Stormwater Management
Stormwater quantity and quality mitigation is achieved within a constructed wetland, with additional live storage for
peak flow mitigation (attenuation).
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The Far North District Council Engineering Standards 4.3.2.5.1 Design Storms requires mitigation of the 10 year ARI
plus climate change. In recent times Councils processing officers have expanded this requirement to include a range
of events up to the 10 year ARI plus climate change, plus consideration of the 100 year ARI +cc event in some
circumstances. In this assessment two different rainfall shapes have been considered, the USDA Type 1A and the
nested Chicago. The Type 1A, specified in the Whangarei District Council Engineering Standards, represents normal
rainfall, and in the high order events represent cyclonic weather with high total rainfall and low peak intensity. The
nested Chicago hyetograph, first specified in New Zealand within ARC TP108, represents a high intensity low total
rainfall convective thunderstorm event. The design objective has been to mitigate peak flow to pre-development
levels for the 2yr present (Type 1A), 5yr+cc (Chicago), 10yr+cc (Chicago), 100yr+cc (Chicago), and the 100yr+cc
(Type 1A). 27.5mm rainfall depth, which is roughly equivalent to the 90th percentile event, has been used to calculate
the water quality volume. Hydrological models have been built using the SCS Generalised Method as described in
“Technical Publication 108, Guidelines for Stormwater Runoff Modelling in the Auckland Region”. Rainfall depth and
intensity data is sourced from NIWA HIRDS4 with the future climate utilizing the RCP8.5 for the period 2081-2100.
The 24 hour rainfall depths for the 2yr, 5yr+cc, 10yr+cc, and 100yr+cc are 118, 185, 219, and 337mm respectively.
Peak 10 minute intensities for these events and the applied hyetograph are 5.5, 18.5, 21.9, 33.7 and 15.7mm
respectively. Predevelopment Time of Concentration has been calculated using the “New Zealand Building Code E1
Surface Water” approach.
The pre and post development catchment boundaries are similar and the entire site discharges by a network of table
drains and culverts to the constructed wetland, with four culverts conveying flow beneath the proposed Matawii Dam
access road.
Stormwater mitigation has been sized for an assumed 70% impervious coverage. This is significantly higher than the
proposed 37% impervious cover. Future expansion is unlikely to significantly increase from the proposed impervious
cover as it generally involves infilling infrastructure on established gravel pads. Nevertheless, a higher coverage has
been used primarily to achieve a conservative outcome and to avoid retrospective refit of the wetland in the future
were impervious creep to occur.
The proposed constructed wetland footprint is 2030m² in size, approximately 5.5% of the contributing catchment
area. Following the GD01 sizing approach, the water quality volume has been calculated for the 27.5mm 24 hour
rainfall depth and is 471.4m³. The minimum wetland surface area required to achieve water quality treatment is the
permanent water volume divided by the average depth (between 0.5 and 1.5). The proposed footprint is twice the
area required to achieve the water quality treatment.
While the surface area is over and above that required to achieve the minimum for water quality treatment the
wetland size is predominantly dictated by the live storage volume and limited live storage depth.
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Pre (m³/s)
Post Attenuated (m³/s)
Water Level (m)

2yr 1A 5yr+cc Chcg 10yr+cc Chcg 100yr+cc 1A 100yr+cc Chg
0.303
0.633
0.792
0.652
1.35
0.303
0.624
0.792
0.643
1.28
0.43
0.65
0.73
0.7
0.97

Table 5: Stormwater peak discharge mitigation results and the live storage water level.

Peak flow mitigation is achieved across the full range of design rainfall events. Refer to the attached drawing set for
the outlet weir geometry.
Access
It is proposed to defer the upgrade of the Wallis Road intersection by keeping vehicle movements below the triggering
peak hour threshold. This is discussed in the attached Traffic Planning Consultants addendum to their earlier traffic
reports and finds an additional 10 vehicle movements in the peak hour is the threshold before the intersection would
require upgrade. Traffic volumes will be kept below the threshold by limiting traffic entering the site from Wallis Road
to only truck traffic, with light passenger vehicle accessing the site via the link road from the Innovation & Enterprise
Precinct.
In practice this will be achieved by an unmanned boom gate controlled by an elevated sensor with height set so that
it is not activated by approaching passenger vehicles.
Based on the future expansion processing volumes the daily truck movements are estimated at 15 two-way journeys.
Truck movements comprise of 8 avocado deliveries, 2 gas transports, 2 culinary oil transports, and 3 soil conditioner
transports per day. These vehicle movements will be spread throughout the day.
Power and Telecommunications
Electrical supply along Wallis Road shall be upgraded from 2 strand to 3 and will be reticulated above ground into
the site, with internal low voltage reticulated below ground within the site.

Adrian Tonks
Engineer
BE (Esc), MEngNZ
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Ref: 19121
18 June 2020
NGAWHA INNOVATION AND ENTERPRISE HUB
WARRANT FOR AUXILIARY LANES AT SH12/WALLIS RD INTERSECTION
As requested, we have assessed the scale of development that could occur at the Horticulture
Precinct on Wallis Road before triggering the Austroads warrants for auxiliary lanes at the SH12/
Wallis Road intersection.

1. Base peak hour turning movements
The peak hour turning movement volumes at this intersection that form the base level for this
assessment have been based on the following:
•

Manual surveys of existing peak hour turning movement volumes at the SH12/Wallis
Road intersection carried out by Cook Costello on Thursday 2nd May 2019.

•

Adding traffic growth of 20% (2% over 10 years) to SH12, consistent with the
requirements of the NZTA Planning Policy Manual

•

Including the extra traffic that would be generated by the development of the Innovation
Precinct to the east on SH12.

The level of traffic predicted to be generated by the development of the Innovation Precinct has
been estimated by applying peak hour trip generation rates sourced from the Road and Traffic
Authority of New South Wales “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments” and New Zealand
Transport Agency Research Report 453 “Trips and Parking related to Land Use” to the activity
GFAs and occupancies set out in Section 2.5 of the “Ngawha Innovation & Enterprise Park
Ultimate Development - Site and Infrastructure Suitability Report” produced by Cook Costello for
Far North Holdings Ltd dated 14 September 2019.
The resulting peak hour trip generation of the Innovation Precinct is tabulated below.

Auckland Office:
P O Box 60-255, Titirangi, Auckland 0642
Level 1, 400 Titirangi Road, Titirangi Village
Tel: (09) 817 2500, Fax: (09) 817 2504
www.trafficplanning.co.nz
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UNIT
Business Innovtion & Incubator Hub
Incubator Hub
WH1 Carbonscape
WH2 Spindle & Expansion
WH3
WH4
WH5
Kiln
Business Office Hub
Small Glasshouse
Manuka Honey Hub
Retail/Café
Accommodation
Maintenance/Security Staff
TOTAL INNOVATION PRECINCT

GFA (m2)
1,458
1,733
9,633
5,717
2,300
2,300
2,300
600
1,500
5,694
4,759
585
2,400
-

Activity category
Office
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Office
Manufacturing
Manufacturing
Retail/Café
Accommodation
Manufacturing

AM Peak
PM Peak
Hour Vehicle Hour Vehicle
Staff Students Movements Movements
36
45
23
23
28
9
10
28
9
10
30
54
10
11
8
3
3
8
3
3
8
3
3
2
1
1
40
13
15
55
17
20
41
13
15
9
29
29
6
2
2
398
133
145

Based on
GFA
employees
employees
employees
employees
employees
employees
employees
employees
employees
employees
GFA
for NIEP
employees

Table 1: Peak Hour Traffic Generation of Innovation Precinct

These vehicle movements would be expected to comprise light vehicles, as heavy vehicle
deliveries and pick-ups would generally occur outside of peak periods.
Information from the New Zealand Trips and Parking Database suggests that for industrial
activities some 75% of vehicle movements in the morning peak hour are into the site, and the
balance of 25% are out from the site. These proportions have been applied for all Innovation
Precinct traffic movements in the morning peak hour, with the proportions reversed (75% out
and 25% in) in the afternoon peak hour.
The majority of peak hour traffic activity to and from the Innovation Precinct in the morning and
afternoon peak hours will be associated with employee commuter trips, and the majority of
employees would come from the nearest population centre, Kaikohe. For the purposes of this
assessment it is assumed that 80% of peak hour turning movement volumes are trips to or from
Kaikohe (or other places to the west), with the balance of 20% of peak hour turning movement
volumes being trips to or from places to the east (e.g. Kerikeri, Paihia, Opua, Kawakawa,
Moerewa, Ohaeawai).
On this basis, and taking into account current traffic turning counts and the 20% traffic growth
(2% per annum) expected in the next 10 years, the forecast turning movements at the Wallis
Road intersection assuming no development at the Horticulture Precinct are shown in Figure 1
for the morning peak hour and Figure 2 for the afternoon peak hour.

Ref: 19121 NIEP - Wallis Rd capacity.docx
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Figure 1: AM Peak Hour Base Turning Movement Volumes at SH12/Wallis Rd intersection

Figure 2: PM Peak Hour Base Turning Movement Volumes at SH12/Wallis Rd intersection

Ref: 19121 NIEP - Wallis Rd capacity.docx
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2. Level of Horticulture Precinct development requiring auxiliary lanes
Figure A10 of the Austroads “Guide to Road Design Part 4: Intersections and Crossings –
General” provides warrants for turn treatments on major roads at unsignalised
intersections as a function of the peak hour traffic volume on the major road and the side
road turning volume.
Neither the existing nor the base peak hour turning movement volumes shown in Figure
1 and Figure 2 trigger the warrant for either a short slot right turn bay treatment [CHR(S)]
or a short rural left turn treatment [AUL(S)] at the SH 12 / Wallis Road intersection.
We have determined the volumes of peak hour traffic in and out of Wallis Road in addition
to the base peak hour turning movement volumes that would trigger the warrant for such
auxiliary lanes.
As with the Innovation Precinct, we have assumed:
•
•
•

vehicle movements would be expected to comprise light vehicles, as heavy vehicle
deliveries and pick-ups would generally occur outside of peak periods.
75% of vehicle movements in the morning peak hour would be into the
Horticulture Precinct, and the balance of 25% out from the Precinct, with the
proportions reversed (75% out and 25% in) in the afternoon peak hour.
80% of peak hour turning movement volumes would be trips to or from Kaikohe
(or other places to the west), with the balance of 20% of peak being trips to or
from places to the east.

Our assessment indicates that for both a left turn auxiliary lane and a right turn auxiliary
lane, the critical period is the PM peak hour.
In the PM peak hour, anything over 10 extra vehicle movements per hour on Wallis Road
would trigger the warrant for a short rural left turn treatment [AUL(S)], and anything over
26 extra vehicle movements per hour on Wallis Road would trigger the warrant for a short
slot right turn bay treatment [CHR(S)].
Using the afternoon peak hour traffic generation rate for industrial estates of 365 vehicle
movements per 1000 employees from Table 3.4 of the Road and Traffic Authority of New
South Wales “Guide to Traffic Generating Developments”, anything over 28 staff at the
Horticulture Precinct would trigger the warrant for a short rural left turn treatment, and
anything over 71 staff at the Horticulture Precinct would trigger the warrant for a short
slot right turn bay treatment at the SH12/Wallis Rd intersection.

Anatole Sergejew
Senior Associate
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18th September 2020
District Services – Resource Consents
Far North District Council
Private Bag 752
Kaikohe 0440
Attention Louise Wilson/ Pat Killalea
Dear Louise and Pat

APPLICATION FOR RESOURCE CONSENT BY FAR NORTH HOLDINGS LIMITED
Zenith Planning Consultants Limited has been engaged by Far North Holdings Limited to
assist in the preparation of the following resource consent application for a culinary oil
processing facility which includes a biofuel operation, and additional organic by-products.
The site is located to the north of the recently consented horticultural hub (RC 2200204)
being part of the overall Ngawha Innovation and Enterprise Park located at Wallis Road,
Kaikohe.
There are a number technical reports including some which accompanied the earlier
application which remain relevant. Please advise details of the best way that this may be
provided to Council. This can be emailed if required depending on the email capacity.
For the immediate purposes of lodgment, I have attached the following information in
support of the application with the remainder to follow:
• Completed Application Form
• Planning Report and Assessment of Effects
• Plans
• Engineering report
With respect to the application fee please invoice Far North Holdings Limited as arranged in
the past.
Please confirm contact me as soon as possible over a time and should you have any queries
in respect to this application please contact me.

Yours faithfully

Wayne Smith
Zenith Planning Consultants Ltd
Principal | Director
BPlan | BSocSci | MNZPI
wayne@zenithplanning.co.nz
mob: +64 (0) 21 202 3898

BIOFUEL AND CULINARY OIL PROJECT
ASSESSMENT OF NOISE EFFECTS
Rp 001 20200553 | 17 September 2020

Level 1, John Butler Centre
60 Kerikeri Road, Kerikeri
New Zealand
T: +64 9 379 7822 F: +64 9 309 3540
www.marshallday.com

Project:

Ngawha Culinary Oil and Biogas Project

Prepared for:

Far North Holdings
9 Baffin Street
Opua 0200
c/- Zenith Planning

Attention:

Wayne Smith

Report No.:

Rp 001 20200571

Disclaimer
Reports produced by Marshall Day Acoustics Limited are based on a specific scope, conditions and limitations, as
agreed between Marshall Day Acoustics and the Client. Information and/or report(s) prepared by Marshall Day
Acoustics may not be suitable for uses other than the specific project. No parties other than the Client should use any
information and/or report(s) without first conferring with Marshall Day Acoustics.
The advice given herein is for acoustic purposes only. Relevant authorities and experts should be consulted with regard
to compliance with regulations or requirements governing areas other than acoustics.
Copyright
The concepts and information contained in this document are the property of Marshall Day Acoustics Limited.
Use or copying of this document in whole or in part without the written permission of Marshall Day Acoustics
constitutes an infringement of copyright. Information shall not be assigned to a third party without prior consent.
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INTRODUCTION
Marshall Day Acoustics has been engaged by Far North Holdings Ltd to undertake a noise assessment
for the construction and operation of a culinary oil and biogas plant at the Ngawha Innovation and
Enterprise Park, SH12, East of Kaikohe.
This report addresses noise from the proposed operation. It is intended to form part of an application
for resource consent.
A glossary of terminology is included in Appendix A

APPLICATION SITE
The application site is on the consented Ngawha Innovation and Enterprise Park (“Innovation Park”)
east of Kaikohe. The Innovation Park is a greenfield site which has received recent resource consent
to be developed for “compatible industries” intended to play a role in the economic development of
the region. The Innovation Park is currently rural in nature and is used predominantly as a working
dairy farm.
The culinary oil and biogas development is proposed on the eastern side of the western “arm” of the
Innovation Park. The site and surrounds are shown on Figure 1 overleaf. The proposed layout of the
site is provided in Appendix B.
The proposed site is located at a large distance from the nearest dwellings (c. 500 metres from the
dwellings to the southwest and c. 750 metres from the dwelling to the north). The proposed site is
located approximately 800 metres north of SH12, although the highway is largely hidden by rolling
hill country. Te Pua Road is located 1250 metres east of the site and is elevated above the site with
traffic visible at times.
Surrounding dwellings are predominantly “rural” in nature with the exception of those located south
of SH12 which are more “residential” in nature. Dwellings are summarised in the following table:
Table 1: Surrounding Dwellings
Location / Dwelling Address

Distance1

Direction

122 Wallis Road

730m

NW

42 Wallis Road

500m

SW

61 Wallis Road

620m

SW

25 Wallis Road

810m

SW

4 Wallis Road

760m

SW

5321 SH12

720m

S

5347 SH12 (3 dwellings)

600 to 700m

S

5379 SH12

840m

SE

East Park Boundary2

120m

E

West Park Boundary

520m

W

North Park Boundary

330m

N

South Park Boundary

690m

S

1 Distance from digesters used as reference
2 The Innovation Park is comprised of multiple titles help under one ownership.

We have calculated noise levels at the park boundary

locations to compares against the District Plan noise rules.
This document may not be reproduced in full or in part without the written consent of Marshall Day Acoustics Limited
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Figure 1: Site and Surrounds (entirety of park is not shown in green overlay, refer red outline for park extents)
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PROPOSAL
3.1

Facility Description
The applicant proposes to construct a culinary oil production and biogas plant at the Innovation Park.
The location is shown on Figure 1 and the site layout is shown in Appendix B.
The key features of the proposed process would be as follows:
•

Avocados would be delivered by truck from farms around the District. These would be received
to the fruit store. Forklifts will be used to move fruit in and around the fruit store, pallet store
and production shed. Outdoor forklifts will operate on biogas / CNG3.

•

Plant in the production shed would extract avocado oil for culinary purposes. This will occur
using a line oil press involving tipping of fruit, washing, destoning / deskinning, disc cutting
malaxing (“kneeding”), decanting centrifuges and purification centrifuges. Once extracted, the
culinary oil would be stored and bottled for distribution by truck. An electric forklift would be
used within the production building.

•

Non-culinary oil biomass from the olive pressings (stones, pulp and process water) would be
conveyed to a crusher. This would then be mixed in a mixing tank along with the pulp waste
stream. “Green water” is also pumped into the mixing vessels from the production shed
decanters. Mixing is accomplished by a propeller mixer and recirculation pump.

•

Once processed and mixed, the biomass substrate is moved to a digester for anaerobic digestion.
This occurs via a macerator pump. A digester is a large tank with a dome-like roof. Mixing of the
biomass substrate within the digester occurs using motorised paddles and/or external pumps.

•

The biomass substrate is broken down by bacteria inside the digester to produce methane and
carbon dioxide as well as a small quantities of other residual gases. These gases are removed at
low pressure to the biomethane dispersing and storage area. Gasses are then compressed by a
CNG-type compressor and stored for distribution. Some treatment also occurs in this area.

•

Waste from the digester will be transferred to the effluent processing area where it will be
separated to solids and liquids using a screw press. The waste streams are reused as fertilisers.

•

Electrical energy from the nearby Ngawha geothermal power station will be used to provide the
necessary power from pumps. This power will also be used to provide any heating necessary as
part of the process. Although there are no plans at this stage to install a “Combined Heat and
Power unit (CHP)”, CHP units are sometimes installed on biogas sites to create heat and power
for the site from the biogas4. Although a CHP unit is not currently envisaged, we have included
this in our noise assessment as a separate scenario in Appendix D.

The above process is not dependant on large mechanical items of plant. The main noise generating
aspects on site involve the processing of the fruit (pressing, crushing), conveying the material, and
pumping / mixing the liquids and gasses. This will mostly involve modestly sized pumps, conveyors,
blowers and compressors.
A detailed plant list and noise budget has been prepared and is presented in Appendix C.

3

Biomethane is essentially the same as natural gas

4

In this situation a gas flare and gas booster may be installed.
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3.2

Site Operation
The site will predominantly operate over the avocado harvest months (September to April) however
some activity could occur on the site all year. The following summarises typical use of the site:
•

Normal operation: “normal operation” will involve one shift starting from around 7am and
finishing around 4pm Monday to Friday. This may involve around 5 staff in the pressing and
bottling area as well as administration and non-shift staff on site. It is understood that this
operation occurs during the “least busy” times of year (being approximately nine months of the
year). Continuous automated biogas processing would occur 24 hours of the day.

•

Twilight Shift: at busier times of the year two shifts may operate. This may occur for up to three
months of the year when avocados are “in harvest” and involves pressing and bottling starting at
7am and finishing around 10pm (with a change of shift at 4pm). Staff may be on site during the
night period (i.e. after 10pm and before 7am), however the night-time activities would involve
clean up and organisation (full pressing operation would typically cease y 10pm). Continuous
automated biogas processing would occur 24 hours of the day.

•

24-hour operation: at times of peak avocado harvest (perhaps two weeks in December and two
weeks in January), it is possible that three shifts may be required. This would result in 24 hour
per day operation of the processing area, as well as the continuous automated biogas processing.
The requirement for 24-hour a day operation is not confirmed with certainty but has been
allowed for in our assessment.

We have allowed for the following traffic movements
•

15 truck visits per day (during peak). These will predominantly involve delivery of fruit. Other
trucks will be required to distribute avocado oil and biogas. The trucks will use Wallis Road to
access the site. Fruit and oil trucks will enter via the main gate (near the Pallet Store) and exit via
the biogas gate (second exit). Gas trucks will enter and exit via the biogas gate. A third gate
behind the digesters is expected to predominantly be used by light vehicles. Regular night
vehicle movements are not expected and have not been allowed for in this assessment.

•

32 passenger vehicle arrivals and 32 passenger vehicle departures per day. The passenger
vehicles will arrive via the main central Innovation Park road. Vehicles will park adjacent to the
office. During peak periods, there will also be an additional five inwards and five outwards vehicle
movements at the change of shift.
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EXISTING NOISE ENVIRONMENT
4.1

Ambient Measurements
We visited the site during the afternoon and night of Monday 31 August 2020. Attended noise
measurements were carried out and observations made of the ambient and background noise levels.
Survey details are summarised in Appendix F.
During both site visits, distant predominantly “rural” noises were audible the soundscape. These
included cattle braying, wind in grass (during the daytime), distant tractors, birds. Continual traffic on
SH12 and Te Pua Road was audible during the daytime. Traffic during the night-time was
intermittent, with periods where distant traffic noise was almost inaudible.
The area was observed to have relatively elevated ambient (LAeq) and background (LA90) noise levels
during the daytime, even during light wind conditions. This is due to the persistent level of traffic
noise from the main roads near the site. During the night-time, background noise levels were
observed to be low (as there is little noise when vehicles are not audible). Ambient noise levels
during the night-time are elevated above the background: this is because vehicles on Te Pua and
SH12 generate appreciable noise when passing the site.
The ambient noise levels observed are considered typical of what can be expected in a rural location
in distant proximity to major roads. However, noise levels are expected to increase significantly
during the summer period due to the presence of insects (cicadas and crickets)5. The measured
ambient and background noise levels are considered to represent the lowest noise levels likely to
occur during the harvest season (September to April). Ambient and background noise levels are
summarised in the following table:
Table 2: Ambient and Background Noise Levels Measured on Site
Measurement
Position

Measurement

Measured Level (dB)

Noise Source
Underlined source is broadly dominant

Date
Start
Finish
Times
MP1
Wallis Road
(Representative
of 42, 61 and
122 Wallis
Road)

31 Aug
(DAY)

MP1
Wallis Road
(Representative
of 42, 61 and
122 Wallis
Road)

31 Aug
(NIGHT)

Dur
min:sec

LAeq

LA10

LA90

LAFmax

15:02

44

46

38

62

Cattle on way to milking. Tractor.
Continuous traffic on SH12 and Te Pua
Road. Plover, magpie, pukeko, distant
dog bark, sparrows. One local road
vehicle pass-by.

15:01

35

35

22

61

Cattle herd initially braying to south.
Vehicles intermittent, but when audible
they are audible for long duration. Traffic
on Te Pua Road is more audible than
SH12. Pukeko, distant plover,
Unidentified bird, morepork/ruru.
Distant motorcycles. Unidentified insect.

2:17 pm
2:33 pm

11:00
pm
11:17
pm

5 Ambient and background noise levels during the winter can be much lower than during the summertime for this reason
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NOISE PERFORMANCE STANDARDS
5.1

Zoning
The application site is situated on land zoned Rural Production in the Far North District Plan –
Operative Version (District Plan), as are all surrounding sites. Rural Living sites are located to the
south of State Highway 12.
Figure 2 shows zoning at the application and neighbouring sites.
Figure 2: Far North District Plan Zone (site outline shown broadly in black dotted line, top centre)

(Source: Far North District Council)

5.2

District Plan Noise Standards
Permitted activity noise standards and policies for the Rural Production Zone are set out in the
District Plan in Chapter 8.6. The relevant standards are summarised below and reproduced in
Appendix E.
Standard 8.6.5.1.7 states that noise emitted from a site in the Rural Production zone must meet the
following limits, at or within the boundary of any other site within the Rural Production zone. The
rules are applied at the notional boundary of any dwellings in any other rural zone and are applied
“at any site” in the Residential zone.
•

65 dB LA10 between 0700 and 2200 hours;

•

45 dB LA10 and 70 dB LAFmax between 2200 and 0700 hours

Note that the way the FNDC District Plan applies these noise limits is unusual. This is because the
limits apply “at or within” the site boundary of the Rural Production zone. By contrast, in most rural
zones around New Zealand noise limits are applied at the “notional boundary” of dwellings. The use
of a site boundary assessment location in the Far North district creates a somewhat arbitrary limit on
noise which does not necessarily bear any relationship to the effect of noise received in the
environment.
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5.3

Other Guidance Documentation and Assessment Considerations
In addition to the District Plan statutory noise provisions, the following considerations and
documents are commonly considered in New Zealand to provide guidance on acceptable noise
criteria for the protection of residential amenity.

5.3.1 World Health Organisation Guidelines
The World Health Organisation (WHO) Guideline Values for Community Noise (Berglund and Lindvall,
1999) provide guidelines for environmental noise exposure. For community or environmental noise,
the critical health effects (those effects which occur at the lowest exposure levels) are sleep
disturbance and annoyance.
As presented in Table 3, these Guideline Values are the exposure levels that represent the onset of
the effect for the general population. That is, at these noise levels, critical health effects only begin to
appear in a small number of vulnerable or sensitive groups.
Table 3: WHO Guideline Values for the critical health effects of community or environmental noise
Specific
Environment

Critical health effect(s)

Outdoor living area

Outside bedrooms

dB LAeq

Time base
(hours)

dB LAFmax

Serious annoyance, daytime & evening

55

16

-

Moderate annoyance, daytime & evening

50

16

-

Sleep disturbance, window open
(outdoor values)

45

8

60

5.3.2 NZS 6802:2008 Guideline Upper Limits
New Zealand Standard NZS 6802:2008 “Acoustics - Environmental Noise” refers to the following
guideline upper limits for sound exposure at or within the boundary of any residential land that offer
“reasonable protection of health and amenity associated with the use of land for residential
purposes”:
•

Daytime : 55 dB LAeq(15 min); and

•

Night-time: 45 dB LAeq and 75 dB LAFmax.

Regarding the appropriate measurement location, paragraph 8.4.2 of the standard states: “where the
activities to be protected are in a rural area, the appropriate measurement location will generally be
at any point within the notional boundary of any rural dwelling unless a different degree of protection
has been set”.
The intent of the guidelines is to achieve suitable noise levels outside or near dwellings (i.e. at the
notional boundary of a rural dwelling), which is the location that requires the greatest degree of
protection in rural environments.

5.4

Measurement and Assessment Standards

5.4.1 Operational Noise
The District Plan states that sound levels shall be measured in accordance with NZS 6801:1991
Measurement of Sound and assessed in accordance with NZS 6802:1991 Assessment of
Environmental Sound.
Averaging
New Zealand Standards NZS 6802:1991 and NZS 6802:2008 allow for activities to be ‘duration
corrected’ or ‘averaged’ over the assessment period. This allows for activities that occur over a
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period of only a few hours to be averaged over the 15-hour day period in the District Plan. The clause
allows up to 5 decibels of averaging in any daytime period. No averaging is permitted for the nighttime period.
Special Audible Characteristics
New Zealand Standard NZS6802:2008 addresses the issue of special audible character and states that
where special audible character is present an adjustment of +5 decibels is appropriate.

5.4.2 Construction Noise
The District Plan states that construction noise should meet the limits recommended in and be
measured and assessed in accordance with NZS 6803P:1984 ‘The Measurement and Assessment of
Noise from Construction, Maintenance and Demolition Work’.
Note that the 1984 version of the New Zealand Standard NZS 6803 (a provisional release) has been
replaced by version NZS 6803:1999 ‘Acoustics – Construction Noise’. The 1999 Standard is similar in
effect to the previous version. It is recommended that the criteria of the 1999 version be substituted
and applied to this project. Note, however, that compliance with the NZS6803:1999 standard will
typically result in compliance with NZS6803:1984P.

5.5

Resource Management Act
Under the provisions of the Resource Management Act (RMA) there is a duty to adopt the best
practicable option to ensure that noise (including vibration) from any development does not exceed
a reasonable level. Specifically, Sections 16 and 17 reference noise effects as follows.
Section 16 states that “every occupier of land (including any premises and any coastal marine area),
and every person carrying out an activity in, on, or under a water body or the coastal marine area,
shall adopt the best practicable option to ensure that the emission of noise from that land or water
does not exceed a reasonable level”.

OPERATIONAL NOISE LEVELS
6.1

Noise Sources and Modelling Methodology
The sound power level summary / noise budget in Appendix C has been used to calculate noise
emissions from the site. Where sound power data has not been provided, reference has been made
to previous noise source measurements held in Marshall Day Acoustics’ noise source database.
Empirical noise calculation methods have also been used in the consideration of noise from plant.
Noise emissions from the production line are based on measurements carried out at an existing
culinary oil operation near Kerikeri.
Noise emissions have been calculated in SoundPLAN® environmental noise modelling software which
considers factors such as the terrain, screening by buildings, and ground effect. The following
scenarios have been considered:
Daytime:

This scenario allows for operation over the entire day period (such as may occur during
twilight or 24-hour operation). Truck and traffic movements have been allowed to
occur throughout the day with an allowance for a shift changeover at 4pm. All relevant
processing plant in the culinary oil pressing and biofuel production has been allowed to
operate (refer to Appendix C)
On all open doors, thick PVC “bird strips” have been assumed to be in place. Sectional
doors have not been assumed to be closed.
No allowance for duration correction over the daytime has been made as it is assumed
that processing could potentially occur from 7am to 10pm during busy period.
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Night-time:

Night-time operation has considered the following scenarios:
Scenario 1 (Typical operation / twilight operation): In this situation, culinary oil
production is assumed to stop at 10pm. A night-time shift departure or arrival has been
allowed for via the central site road. Automated biofuel processes would continue
throughout the night.
Scenario 2 (24-hour operation): In this situation, culinary oil production has been
allowed to operate through the night together with associated automated biofuel
production. This may only be required for two weeks in December and January (and
may not be required at all, depending on the harvest).

6.2

Noise Level Calculations
Noise levels have been calculated at the receiving site boundaries and at the notional boundaries of
existing dwellings. The noise levels have been calculated under meteorological conditions that are
favourable to sound propagation6 and representing the “worst case” situation that stills falls with the
meteorological window specified in NZS 6802. Under many other metrological conditions, noise
levels will be lower than calculated. Results are summarised in the following table:
Table 4: Calculated Noise Levels
Receiver Location

Receiver Zone
[Limit dB LA10]

Calculated Noise Level (1) (dB LAeq)
Daytime

Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Typical nighttime

Night during 24hour operation

East Park Boundary7

65 (day) / 45 (night)

44

42

44

North Park Boundary

65 (day) / 45 (night)

32

27

31

West Park Boundary

65 (day) / 45 (night)

33

26

26

South Boundary

65 (day) / 45 (night)

23

21

21

122 Wallis Road

-

27

22

25

42 Wallis Road

-

32

29

29

61 Wallis Road

-

31

26

27

25 Wallis Road

-

26

23

24

4 Wallis Road

-

25

23

23

5321 SH12

-

24

21

21

5347 SH12 (Northern Dwelling)

-

29

28

28

5347 SH12 (Southern Dwellings)

-

23

21

21

5379 SH12

-

21

20

20

(1)

For the Biogas plant and oil pressing, noise emissions will be fairly constant with generally little variation in
level. The LAeq and LA10 levels will be similar and have assumed to be equivalent

Note that the noise emissions with the CHP and gas booster operating are given in Appendix D.

6 These are set out in ISO9613-2 and represent downwind or temperature inversion conditions.
7 The Innovation Park is comprised of multiple titles help

under on ownership. We have calculated noise levels at the park boundary
locations to compares against the District Plan noise rules.
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COMPLIANCE ASSESSMENT
Based on the calculated noise levels in Table 4, we reach the following view with regard to the
District Plan noise rules:
•

Calculated noise levels readily comply with the District Plan daytime noise rule of 65 dB LA10 at all
nearby site boundaries. Compliance is achieved with a margin of between 21 and 42 decibels at
all site boundary locations.

•

Calculated noise levels for the ‘typical’ scenario also comply with the District Plan night-time
noise rule of 45 dB LA10 at all nearby site boundaries. Compliance would be achieved with a
margin of 3 to 24 decibels during typical night-time operation.

•

24-hour operation would just comply with the night-time noise limit (by between 1 and 24
decibels at all site boundary locations).

The above conclusions assume that the required attenuation measures are included in the design
and construction of the Biogas Plant. These attenuation measures are set out in Section 9.8

NOISE EFFECTS ASSESSMENT
Notwithstanding compliance with the District Plan noise rules, the following provides a summary of
noise emissions from the site. The change in existing noise environment and effects on amenity have
been considered:
•

Noise levels at dwelling notional boundaries in the area are calculated to be very low overall due
to the large separation distance between the site and the surrounding dwellings. Noise levels of
up to 32 dB LAeq daytime and 29 dB LAeq night-time are well below all national and international
guidelines for environmental noise levels that are typically considered in New Zealand (refer
Section 5.3). Such noise levels will not result in sleep disturbance effects (at night) or impact on
relaxation / communication during the daytime.

•

The calculated daytime noise level of 32 dB LAeq will be well below the existing level of noise
already generated by transient rural noise sources9. Operational noise from the proposed site is
not expected to appreciably increase the level of ambient and background noise levels that
already exist. A significant change in rural amenity is not expected during the daytime.

•

Calculations show that noise levels at adjacent dwellings will be no greater than 29 dB LAeq during
the night-time. This level of operational noise would be at least 4 decibels lower than the
existing level of ambient (LAeq) noise in the area at night10. However, as the existing night-time
background (LA90) noise levels in the area are currently very low, operational noise would be
above the existing level of background noise (LA90) by up to 7 decibels. This will mean that noise

8 Note that a future expansion to include a CHP plant and gas boosting blower would still result in compliance with the FNDC District

Plan noise rules, provided a suitable attenuated containerisation is used (Refer Appendix D). It is noted that if CHP plant operated
during 24-hour culinary oil production shifts then there would be a risk that noise emissions may marginally breach the District Plan
noise limits at the eastern boundary on a few weeks of the year (assuming the CHP plant is located close to that boundary and the
noise attenuation is as assumed in the model). This could be easily resolved by locating any future CHP plant away from the boundary,
by acoustically screening the CHP plant using a noise control bund or by selecting a CHP enclosure which provides additional noise
control. These noise control measures are considered practicable and it is concluded that future CHP expansion will be able to be
accommodated within the District Plan site boundary noise limits, subject to design.
9 Such as livestock, birds, domestic and agricultural plant, local and distant traffic movements. At the closest dwellings (to the north

and south of the site), truck movements to and from the site are expected to be the primary noise source emission from the proposed
plant during the daytime.
10 Note that at dwellings which are further from the proposed site but closer the State Highway (e.g. 5347 SH12), noise from the biogas

and culinary oil plant will be much lower than the existing ambient noise level than the 4 decibels stated.
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from the biogas and culinary oil plant will be audible on quiet nights and will represent a local
change in the background noise level. However, given the low overall noise levels, this will not
result on sleep disturbance effects on the surrounding dwellings.

NOISE MITIGATION
To achieve the calculated noise levels in Table 1, a level of noise mitigation has been assumed for
specific plant items as stated in the noise budget in Appendix C.
This section summarises in more detail the noise mitigation measures likely to be required for
specific plant items. It is recommended that the detailed engineering design of the plant implement
the following noise mitigation measures (or other noise mitigation measures that achieve a similar
level of noise reductions).
•

Avocado Stone Crusher. If a “roller crusher” is able to be used for this operation, significant
further noise mitigation is unlikely to be necessary. We recommend that a roller type crusher is
selected that has a sound power level of no greater than 88 dB LWA when in operation. Locating
the crusher within a building or partial enclosure will reduce noise emissions further.
If a hammermill is required to crush the stones, an enclosure will likely be required.
Hammermills vary in noise level, but some high-speed agricultural mills can generate high overall
noise levels. Noise from hammermills can be effectively attenuated using heavy enclosures
constructed from tilt slab or blockwork with suitable roof/ceiling constructions.

•

Anaerobic Digester: high flow pump and blowers. Centrifugal pumps and blowers operating
during the night must be enclosed in a plant room. Only modest reductions in noise emissions
are required, which can easily be achieved using a plantroom with sealed doors and attenuated
ventilation paths.

•

Membrane Biogas Compressor. Selection of a low noise compressor or the installation of the
compressor within a compressor room is recommended.

•

CHP. If a CHP is required at a later stage of the development, we recommend that this is located
in an acoustic enclosure or shroud to achieve a sound power level of around 88 dB LWA (around
60 dBA at 10m).

•

Miscellaneous Blowers. Miscellaneous blowers or large fans located externally on the site
should be attenuated, either by enclosure or using suitable attenuators to blower discharges /
inlets.

•

Reversing Alarms. Reversing alarms are not recommended acoustically. Where safety requires
that they are used on site, it is recommended that broadband, self-limiting reversing alarms are
used if practicable.

•

Building Openings. PVC strips to enclose openings to the oil pressing area or any other buildings
are recommended. PVC strips can be effective in reducing high frequency noise emissions from
buildings.

CONSTRUCTION NOISE
Construction is not expected to result in significant noise emissions from the site, especially given
that the nearest dwellings are located 500 metres from the construction activities. Activities such as
earthworks, ground preparation, site road construction, delivery and installation of plant will readily
comply with the District Plan construction noise rule outlined in Section 5.3.2.
Piling is not anticipated, however for completeness it is noted that piling works would also comply
with the District Plan noise rules if required.
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RECOMMENDED NOISE CONDITIONS
We recommend that the following noise conditions are imposed on any consent granted:
1. The noise level from all operation of the Ngawha Biogas and Culinary Oil plant shall meet the
operative District Plan noise limits when assessed at the external site boundary of the Ngawha
Innovation Park.
2. Noise levels shall be measured and assessed in accordance with the provisions of New Zealand
Standards cited in the Operative District Plan.
3. Noise from construction activities shall not exceed the recommendations of, and shall be
measured and assessed in accordance with, New Zealand Standard NZS 6803: 1999 “Acoustics Construction Noise”
4. The consent holder shall ensure that adequate noise mitigation is implemented in the design to
achieve the consent conditions. A summary report shall be provided to Far North District Council
which demonstrates this to the satisfaction of the designated FNDC building consents officer.

CONCLUSION
Marshall Day Acoustics has assessed potential noise emissions from a proposed Culinary Oil and
Biogas Operation at the Ngawha Innovation Park, Far North District. The key operational noise source
would be the pressing, bottling and distribution of culinary oils as well as the processing of fruit waste
to generate and store biogas.
The proposed operation is calculated to comply with the District Plan noise rules by a generally large
margin. Specific noise mitigation measures have been allowed for in the assessment. We
recommend these are implemented in the developed design of the plant to ensure that our
calculated noise levels, especially at night, are achieved.
Noise from the proposed operation will be very low overall when received at adjacent dwellings.
Noise levels will be well within all national and international guidelines for environmental noise levels
that are typically applied within New Zealand.
Noise levels at the nearest receivers will be appreciably below the existing ambient (LAeq) and
background (LA90) noise levels in the area during the daytime. The site would not appreciably
increase ambient (LAeq) noise levels during the night period. Operational noise would however be
above the existing background (LA90) noise level and therefore is expected to be audible on quiet
nights. This would represent a minor local change in the background noise level. Nonetheless, given
the low overall noise levels, this will not result on sleep disturbance effects on the surrounding
dwellings. Based on the above, Marshall Day Acoustics considers that the proposed activity will not
detrimentally affect the amenity within this rural area.
While noise will be reasonable, it is recommended that the site be designed to reduce noise
emissions as far as practicable. The use of non-tonal reversing alarms and the use of PVC coverings
to large industrial building openings are two examples that should be considered. Such measures will
ensure that noise emissions are minimised to low levels overall.
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APPENDIX A GLOSSARY OF TERMINOLOGY
Ambient Noise

Ambient Noise is the all-encompassing noise associated with any given environment and is
usually a composite of sounds from many sources near and far.

dBA

A measurement of sound level which has its frequency characteristics modified by a filter
(A-weighted) so as to more closely approximate the frequency bias of the human ear.

Leq

The time averaged sound level (on a logarithmic/energy basis) over the measurement
period (normally A-weighted).

L90

The sound level which is equalled or exceed for 90% of the measurement period. L90 is an
indicator of the mean minimum noise level and is used in New Zealand as the descriptor for
background noise (normally A-weighted).

L10

The sound level which is equalled or exceeded for 10% of the measurement period. L10 is
an indicator of the mean maximum noise level and is used in New Zealand as the descriptor
for intrusive noise (normally A-weighted).

LAFmax

The maximum sound level recorded during the measurement period (normally Aweighted).

NZS 6801:1991

New Zealand Standard NZS 6801:1991 “Measurement of Sound”

NZS 6802:1991

New Zealand Standard NZS 6802:1991 “Assessment of Environmental Sound”

NZS 6803:1999

New Zealand Standard NZS 6803:1999 “Acoustics – Construction Noise”

Prescribed time
frame

‘Daytime’, night-time’, ‘evening’, or any other relevant period specified in any rule or
national environmental standard or in accordance with 8.3.2 in NZS 6802:2008.
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APPENDIX B PROPOSED SITE PLAN
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APPENDIX C SOUND POWER LEVEL / NOISE BUDGET FOR SITE
Unattenuated Sound Power / Pressure Level
63
125
250
500
1k
Purpose
Preprocess of infeed substrates
Conveys subtrate infeed to mixer
Crushes avocado stones
Mixes substrates prior to digesters
Transfers post-mixer output to digesters
Anerobic Digestion to Produce Biogas
Mixes digestate material
Pressure control of low pressure membrane storage
Removal and process of effluent from digesters
Dewaters waste output to separate solid / liquid
Transfers liquid
Compression of gas
Compressing biogas in dispensing and storage area
Heat and power generation
Heat and power generation
Increasing gas pressure
Excess gas combusion for safety or maintenance
Pumping material around site
Transfer of substate and viscous fluids
Transfer of liquids
Moving products
Moving fruit, product, etc around the site
Moving fruit, product, etc around the site and building
Moving products
Inward or outward delivery of product
Pressing and bottling of olives and avodcados
Pressing oil for culinary purposes
Miscellaneous plant allowance
Heating of water for process
Presurisation of air for industrial purposes

2k

4k

A

LW/ LP

77
82
81
81

73
78
79
85

68
75
81
87

83
88
87
91

Lw
Lw
Lw
Lw

90
89

89
89

87
81

89
78

95
93

Lw
Lw

81
91

81
90

81
89

81
87

81
89

87
95

Lw
Lw

85

85

87

88

82

79

91

Lw

✓ Compressor Room (-10dB)

81
90
95

89
88
95

89
91
95

91
83
91

88
81
88

85
78
85

80
75
70

93
87
93

Lw
Lw
Lw

✓ Well designed shroud / enclosure (-5 dB)

30% during production
30% during production

69
85

70
82

67
83

76
85

71
81

67
85

69
87

77
91

Lw
Lw

Near production shed - but anywhere on site
Within and around production shed

100% during production shifts
100% during production shifts

107
92

100
85

95
80

89
74

88
73

84
69

87
72

94
79

Lw
Lw

Through site, anticlockwise

2 movements per hour during daytime

104

106

101

100

99

95

90

103

Lw

Produciton Shed

Shift Based, 100% when shift operating

80

75

74

75

71

72

65

78

Lp rev

Internal - within weather enclosure or room
Internal - within weather enclosure or room

100% during production shifts
50% during production

85
95

90
98

82
96

76
89

67
89

65
81

61
78

79
93

Lw
Lw

Location

Allowed Operation Time

External - production shed to digester
Internal - within weather enclosure or room
External - adjacent to mixing tank
External - adjacent to mixing tank

100% during production shifts
100% during production shifts
100% during production shifts
100% during production shifts

83
88
74
85

82
87
77
82

82
87
75
83

82
87
82
85

External - adjacent to digester tank
Internal - piped to plant room

Automated 24 hrs
Automated 24 hrs

99
95

93
98

91
96

External - within effluent area
External - within effluent area

50% daytme
50% daytime

81
99

81
93

External - within biomethane area

Automated 24 hrs

85

External - containerised near biomethane area
Near biomethane area
External - near biomethane area

Automated 24 hrs
Automated 24 hrs
Automated 24 hrs

2 off allowed for
2 off allowed for
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Further Attenuaton Recommneded

✓ Selection of roller mill or enclosure of hammermill

✓ Pump Enclosure (-10dB)
✓ Blower Room Design (-10dB)

✓ Blower outlet attenuation / enclosure (-10 dB)
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APPENDIX D NOISE LEVELS WITH CHP PLANT OPERATING (FUTURE EXPANSION)
Table 1: Calculated Noise Levels
Receiver Location

Receiver Zone
[Limit dB LA10]

Calculated Noise Level (1) (dB LAeq)
Daytime

Scenario 1:

Scenario 2:

Typical
night-time

Night during
24-hour
operation

East Park Boundary11

65 (day) / 45 (night)

46

44

46

North Park Boundary

65 (day) / 45 (night)

32

27

31

West Park Boundary

65 (day) / 45 (night)

33

26

26

South Boundary

65 (day) / 45 (night)

24

22

23

122 Wallis Road

-

27

23

25

42 Wallis Road

-

33

30

31

61 Wallis Road

-

31

27

27

25 Wallis Road

-

26

24

24

4 Wallis Road

-

26

24

24

5321 SH12

-

25

22

23

5347 SH12 (Northern Dwelling)

-

30

29

29

5347 SH12 (Southern Dwellings)

-

24

22

23

5379 SH12

-

22

21

21

11 The Innovation Park is comprised of multiple titles help under on ownership.

We have calculated noise levels at the park boundary

locations to compares against the District Plan noise rules.
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APPENDIX E DISTRICT PLAN NOISE RULES
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APPENDIX F NOISE SURVEY DETAILS
The key details of the noise survey are as follows:
Date:

31 August 2020, 1417 and 2300 hours

Personnel:

Peter Ibbotson, Marshall Day Acoustics

Weather:

16 to 20C, light scattered cloud. Settled weather conditions, with a light south-westerly
occurring during the daytime measurement. Little air movement occurred during the
night measurement.

Instrumentation: Brüel & Kjær Type 2250 analyser, serial 2611708, calibration due 17/04/2021
Brüel & Kjær Type 4230 calibrator, serial 1542007, calibration due 12/02/2021
Calibration:

Field calibration of the equipment was carried out before measurements, and the
calibration checked after measurements. Observed change less than 0.1 dB.
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